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Abstract

We present a functional interpretation of the substitution and adjunction operations of
Tree Adjoining Grammars (TAGs). This allows us to encode TAGs within the formalism
of Abstract Categorial Grammars (ACGs). In this encoding, abstract terms representing
derivation trees are full-fledged objects of the grammar. These terms are mapped onto logical
formulas representing the semantic interpretation of natural expressions that TAG can analyze.
Because of the reversibility properties of ACGs, this provides a way to parse and generate with
the same TAG encoded grammar. We then show some examples of how we can use and extend
this representation of derivation trees, in particular to analyze idioms, subordinate clauses,
and scope ambiguities. All the examples can be run with the ACG toolkit.

1 Motivations

1.1 Tree-Adjoining Grammar and Semantic Representation

The Tree-Adjoining Grammar (TAG) formalism (Joshi, Levy, and Takahashi 1975; Joshi and Sch-
abes 1997) is a formalism dedicated to the modeling of natural languages. As the name indicates,
the primary objects it considers are trees rather than strings as context-free grammars, for instance,
do. As such, the object language a TAG generates is a tree language, the language of the derived
trees. These trees result from the application of two operations, the substitution and the adjunc-
tion, to a set of generators: the elementary trees. The substitution operation consists in replacing
the leaf of a tree by another tree, while the adjunction operation consists in inserting a tree into
another one by replacing an internal node with a whole tree. A sequence of such operations and
the elementary trees they operate on can be recorded as a derivation tree. Reading the leaves of
the derived tree, or computing the yield, produces the associated generated string language.

The class of the generated string languages strictly includes the one generated by context-
free grammars. This property, together with other ones such as the crucial polynomial parsing
property, plays an important role in the characterization of the expressive power that natural
language modeling requires. (Joshi 1985) proposes to call the class of languages (resp. grammars)
necessary for describing natural language the class of mildly context sensitive languages or mCSL
(resp. mildly context sensitive grammars or mCSG). These formal and computational properties
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1 Motivations

have been extensively studied1 and provide TAG with appealing features for natural language
processing.

Another key feature that makes TAG relevant to natural language modeling lies in the capability
of its elementary trees to locally specify (syntactic and semantic) dependencies between parts that
can occur arbitrary far from each other at the surface level at the end of a derivation. This
property to locally state, within the elementary trees, dependency constraints is also known as
the extended domain of locality (Joshi 1994). Thanks to the adjunction operation, a dependency
locally described in an elementary tree can end as a long-distance dependency in the resulting
derived tree. The relevant structure to store relations between the elementary trees that are used
in a derivation is then the derivation tree. This makes the latter structure appropriate to derive
semantic representations for TAGs.

It was however noticed that derivation trees do not directly express the semantic dependencies
and that they seem to lack some structural information (Vijay-Shanker 1992; Candito and Kahane
1998). To overcome this problem, several approaches where proposed. Some rely on extensions of
the TAG formalism (Rambow, Vijay-Shanker, and D. Weir 1995; Rambow, Vijay-Shanker, and D.
Weir 2001), some others revisit the derivation tree definition (Schabes and Shieber 1994; Shieber
1994; Kallmeyer 2002; Joshi, Kallmeyer, and Romero 2003; Kallmeyer and Joshi 2003) in order to
allow for recovering all the semantic dependency relations. Nevertheless, solutions to the problem
strictly relying on derivation trees were then proposed. They make use of unification (Kallmeyer
and Romero 2004; Kallmeyer and Romero 2008), functional tree interpretation (Pogodalla 2004a;
Pogodalla 2009) or synchronous grammars (Nesson and Shieber 2006; Nesson 2009) and tree trans-
duction (Shieber 2006; Kallmeyer and Kuhlmann 2012; Shieber 2014).

In this article, we elaborate on (Pogodalla 2004a; Pogodalla 2009) in order to propose a semantic
construction framework for TAGs. We make explicit the above mentioned mismatch between the
structure of the TAG derivation trees and the expected semantic dependencies (Section 5.3) and
show how our approach can cope with it.

1.2 TAGs and Abstract Categorial Grammars

We base our analysis on the framework of Abstract Categorial Grammars (ACGs) (de Groote
2001). ACGs derive from type-theoretic grammars in the tradition of Lambek (1958), Curry
(1961), and Montague (1973). Rather than a grammatical formalism on their own, they provide
a framework in which several grammatical formalisms may be encoded (de Groote and Pogodalla
2004), in particular TAGs (de Groote 2002). The definition of an ACG is based on a small set of
mathematical primitives from type-theory, λ-calculus, and linear logic. These primitives combine
via simple composition rules, offering ACGs a good flexibility. In particular, ACGs generate
languages of linear λ-terms, which generalize both string and tree languages.

A key feature of ACGs is to provide the user a direct control over the parse structures of the
grammar, the abstract language. Such structures are later on interpreted by a morphism, the
lexicon, to get the concrete object language. The process of recovering an abstract structure from
an object term is called ACG parsing and consists in inverting the lexicon. In this perspective,
derivation trees of TAGs are represented as terms of an abstract language, while derived trees (and
yields) are represented by terms of some other object languages. It is an object language of trees
in the first case and an object language of strings in the second case.

Second-order ACGs (2nd ACGs) is a particular class of interest because of its polynomial
parsing property (Salvati 2007). When considering strings as the object language, the generated
languages coincide with multiple context-free languages (Salvati 2006). When considering trees,
the generated languages coincide with the tree languages generated by hyperedge replacement

1See for instance (Vijay-Shanker and Joshi 1985; Vijay-Shanker 1987; D. J. Weir 1988).
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Sylvain Pogodalla Functional Approach to TAG and Semantic Interpretation

grammars (Kanazawa 2009). A further refinement on the ACG hierarchy allows for a fine-grained
correspondence with regular (string or tree) languages, context-free string and linear context-free
tree languages, or well-nested multiple context-free languages (string), in particular tree-adjoining
languages (see Section 3.2).

Moving to ACGs to encode TAGs and to build TAG semantic representations offers several
advantages. First, we benefit from parsing algorithms and optimization techniques grounded on
well established field such as type-theory and Datalog. Kanazawa (2007) showed how parsing of 2nd
ACGs reduces to Datalog querying, offering a general method for getting efficient tabular parsing
algorithms (Kanazawa 2011). This also allows for deriving algorithms with specific properties such
as prefix-correctness in a general way.2

A second advantage is to offer a inherently reversible framework (Dymetman 1994) as Kanazawa’s
Datalog reduction makes no hypothesis on the object language: it can be a language of strings, of
trees, or of any kind of (almost linear) λ-terms. In the latter case, it can represent usual logical
semantic formula. While in NLP parsing usually refers to building a parse structure (or a seman-
tic term) from a string representation and generation (or surface realization) refers to building a
string from a semantic representation, they both rely on ACG parsing (i.e. recovering the abstract
structure from an object term). Despite the similarity between the ACG approach and the syn-
chronous approaches to semantic construction (both are based on or can be reformulated using a
tree transduction), the latter does not offer a built-in transformation to β-reduced terms (which
may definitely not be trees but rather graphs) at the semantic level. Processing the semantic trees
of a synchronous grammar is straightforward but the inverse process is of interest for generation
but is not covered by synchronous TAG. It actually corresponds to the morphism inversion found
in ACG parsing. (Koller and Kuhlmann 2012) nevertheless proposes a first step towards such a
mechanism using interpreted regular tree grammars. It is however more oriented towards parsing
(in the usual sense). On the other hand the computational properties of the lexicon inversion for
ACGs has been studied for different classes of λ-terms.3 It is worth noting that as far as 2nd order
ACGs are concerned, whatever the form of the semantic λ-term, generation is decidable (Salvati
2010) even with replication and vacuous abstraction of variables, though with a high computa-
tional complexity. From a theoretical point of view, this allows for removing any kind of semantic
monotonicity requirement (Shieber 1988; Shieber, van Noord, et al. 1989) in a very general setting.
The examples we present in this article use only almost linear semantic terms. They can be run
for parsing and generation using the ACG toolkit.4

Semantic representation with λ-terms, and more generally the ACG type-theoretic settings,
also provides tight links with formal logical semantics. The various grammatical formalisms ACGs
can encode may be linked to various semantic theories. This concerns both semantic theories, such
as event semantics (Blom et al. 2012) or dynamic semantics (de Groote 2006; Martin and Pollard
2014),5 and phenomena at the syntax-semantics interface where approaches based on underspeci-
fication (Pogodalla 2004a; Pogodalla 2004b) or based on type theory and higher-order (Pogodalla
2007b; Pogodalla 2007a; Kobele and Michaelis 2012) can be expressed.

The latter approaches in particular naturally extend the ACG encoding of TAG to deal with
scope ambiguities, recasting Barker’s (2010) cosubstitution into the standard type-logical approach

2For a n6 prefix-correct Earley recognizer for TAGs, see (Kanazawa 2008).
3See for instance (Kanazawa 2011; Bourreau and Salvati 2011; Bourreau 2012) for the linear, almost linear, and

almost affine cases.
4The toolkit is available at http://www.loria.fr/equipes/calligramme/acg/#Software. We also provide files

implementing the example grammars at http://www.loria.fr/~pogodall/publications/acg-examples.tgz. The
script file illustrates the terms we use in this article and refers in comment to the relevant sections, equations, and
term names.

5Note however that the semantic calculi are somewhat extended with additional operators and then do not fulfill
the requirements allowing for reversibility. This is a research program on its own.
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2 Background

signature strings =
o:type;
string = o->o:type;
infix + = lambda a b z.a (b z):string -> string -> string;
John,loves,Mary:string;

end

ACG example 1: Declaration example

to quantifier raising. This shows how looking at TAG and its variant as fragments of a larger class
of grammars allows one to share analysis between grammatical formalisms, and to relate TAG
to its variants. It is then possible to add operations to the substitution and adjunction ones
that would otherwise be difficult to express as TAG (or even multiple component TAG, MCTAG)
operations. Such an operation can be used in order to link a TAG phrase grammar with a TAG
discourse grammar without requiring an intermediate processing step (Danlos, Maskharashvili, and
Pogodalla 2015), contrary to D-LTAG (Webber and Joshi 1998; Forbes et al. 2003; Webber 2004;
Forbes-Riley, Webber, and Joshi 2006) or D-STAG (Danlos 2009; Danlos 2011).

Finally, because they consider abstract and object languages as sets of linear λ-terms, the ACG
framework provides different ways to compose grammars. When two ACGs share a same abstract
language, they offer a transduction way of encoding of relations. This is the basic architecture we
use to encode the syntax-semantics interface for TAG. On the other hand, an ACG adds further
control on a second ACG when the abstract level of the latter is the object level of the former.
We extensively use this composition to present a modular perspective on TAG and its extensions.
For instance, we show how the semantic interpretation may be defined on structures that are more
general than TAG derivation trees (using the sharing of the abstract level between two ACGs)
and then how to discard those that do not correspond to TAG derivation trees (using the control
from one ACG on another one). (Kobele 2012) shows how to use the modularity to relate both
the lexical and the syntactic compositional nature of idioms.

1.3 Experimenting with ACGs

We have been developing the ACG toolkit in order to provide facilities to write grammars and to
parse or realize terms of these grammars.4 We rely on this software to implement the example
grammars of this article and the related commands to show the results of parsing or realization of
some terms.

An ACG declaration looks like the ACG example 1. Files containing such declaration are meant
to be compiled into an object file. The latter can be loaded by the acg program that offers for
instance type checking or parsing commands as ACG example 2 shows. In such examples, the lines
starting with a # correspond to the command to be run and the other ones to the system output.

Large scale tests of the software is however ongoing work, and quantitative evaluation is beyond
the scope of this article.

2 Background

2.1 Adjunction and Substitution

A TAG consists of a finite set of elementary trees whose nodes are labeled by terminal and non-
terminal symbols. Nodes labeled with terminals can only be leaves. Figure 1 exemplifies such
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# load o cl- strings .acgo;
load o cl- strings .acgo;
Loading object file ”acg-examples/cl-strings .acgo ”...
Done.
# list;
list ;
Available data:

Signature strings

# strings check John + loves + Mary:string;
strings check John + loves + Mary:string;

In strings :
John + (loves + Mary) : string

#

ACG example 2: Command example

trees. Substituting αJohn in αsleeps consists in replacing a leaf of αsleeps labeled with a non-terminal
symbol NP with the tree αJohn whose root node is labeled by NP as well.6 Figure 2(a) shows an
example of such a substitution (at Gorn address 1) and of its result. The corresponding derivation
tree recording the substitution is represented in Fig. 2(b), where the Gorn address labels the edge
between the two nodes, each of them being labeled by the name of the trees.

The adjunction of βseemingly into αsleeps consists in inserting βseemingly at the VP node of αsleeps:
the subtree of αsleeps at its VP node is first removed then substituted to the VP foot node of
βseemingly, and the whole resulting tree is then plugged again at the VP node of αsleeps, as Fig. 3(a)
shows. The associated derivation tree of Fig. 3(b) records the adjunction with a dotted edge

αsleeps =

S

NP VP

V

sleeps
(a) Initial tree with one sub-

stitution node

αJohn =
NP

John
(b) Initial tree

with no
substitution
node

βseemingly =

VP

Adv

seemingly

VP∗

(c) Auxiliary tree

Figure 1: TAG elementary trees

Then Fig. 4 shows a TAG analysis of John seemingly sleeps with both operations and the
associated derivation tree.

2.2 TAG Elementary Trees as Functions

We now present the two operations of adjunction and substitution using a functional interpretation
of the elementary trees. We use the standard notations of the typed λ-calculus. As most of the

6Substitution sites are often marked by decorating the label with a ↓ symbol.
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S

NP VP

V

sleeps

NP

John

−→

S

NP

John

VP

V

sleeps

(a) Substitution

αsleeps

αJohn

1

(b) Derivation
tree

Figure 2: Substitution operation

S

NP VP

V

sleeps

VP

Adv

seemingly

VP∗

−→

S

VP

VP

V

sleeps

Adv

seemingly

NP

(a) Adjunction

αsleeps

βseemingly

2

(b) Derivation
tree

Figure 3: Adjunction operation

S

NP VP

V

sleeps

NP

John
VP

Adv

seemingly

VP∗

−→

S

VP

VP

V

sleeps

Adv

seemingly

NP

John

(a) Adjunction and substitution

αsleeps

βseeminglyαJohn

1 2

(b) Derivation tree

Figure 4: TAG analysis of John seemingly sleeps
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examples we present rely on λ-terms and their types, and that running them with the ACG toolkit
basically use their syntax, we formally present them.

Definition 1 (Types). Let A be a set of atomic types. The set T (A) of implicative types built
upon A is defined with the following grammar:

T (A) ::= A|T (A) ( T (A)|T (A)→ T (A)

Definition 2 (Higher-Order Signatures). A higher-order signature Σ is a triple Σ = 〈A,C, τ〉
where:

• A is a finite set of atomic types;

• C is a finite set of constants;

• τ : C → T (A) is a function assigning types to constants.

Definition 3 (λ-Terms). Let X be an infinite countable set of λ-variables. The set Λ(Σ) of λ-terms
built upon a higher-order signature Σ = 〈A,C, τ〉 is inductively defined as follows:

• if c ∈ C then c ∈ Λ(Σ);

• if x ∈ X then x ∈ Λ(Σ);

• if x ∈ X and t ∈ Λ(Σ) and x occurs free in t exactly once, then λox.t ∈ Λ(Σ);

• if x ∈ X and t ∈ Λ(Σ), then λx.t ∈ Λ(Σ);

• if t, u ∈ Λ(Σ) and the set of free variables of u and t are disjoint then (t u) ∈ Λ(Σ).

Note there is a linear λ-abstraction (denoted by λo) and a (usual) intuitionistic λ-abstraction
(denoted by λ). There also are the usual notion of α, β, and η conversions (Barendregt 1984).

Definition 4 (Typing Judgment). Given a higher-order signature Σ, the typing rules are given
with an inference system whose judgments are of the form: Γ; ∆ `Σ t : α where:

• Γ is a finite set of non-linear variable typing declaration;

• ∆ is a finite set of linear variable typing declaration.

Both Γ and ∆ may be empty. If both of them are empty, we usually write t : α (t is of type α)
instead of `Σ t : α. Moreover, we drop the Σ subscript when the context permits. Table 1 gives
the typing rules.

Definition 5 (Order). The order ord(τ) of a type τ ∈ T (A) is inductively defined as:

• ord(a) = 1 if a ∈ A

• ord(α( β) = max(1 + ord(α), ord(β)) otherwise

By extension, the order of a term is the order of its type.

We now assume the single atomic type τ of trees and constants of this type (in Section 2.3 we
explicit how to systematically encode trees into λ-terms).
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(const.)
Γ;`Σ c : τ(c)

(lin. var.)
Γ;x : α `Σ x : α

(var.)
Γ, x : α;`Σ x : α

Γ; ∆, x : α `Σ t : β
(lin. abs.)

Γ; ∆ `Σ λox.t : α( β

Γ; ∆1 `Σ t : α( β Γ; ∆2 `Σ u : α
(lin. app.)

Γ; ∆1,∆2 `Σ (t u) : β

Γ, x : α; ∆ `Σ t : β
(abs.)

Γ; ∆ `Σ λx.t : α→ β

Γ; ∆ `Σ t : α→ β Γ;`Σ u : α
(app.)

Γ; ∆ `Σ (t u) : β

Table 1: Typing rules for deriving typing judgments

S

VP

V

sleeps

NP

(a) TAG
initial tree

γ′sleeps = λos.



S

VP

V

sleeps

s


(b) Function from trees to trees

γJohn =
NP

John
(c) Term of type τ

Figure 5: Functional interpretation of the substitution operation
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2.2.1 Substitution as Function Application

The ability for the tree of Fig. 5(a) to accept a substitution at its NP node allows for considering
it as a function that takes a tree as argument and replace the NP node by this argument. Hence
we can represent it as the function γ′sleeps shown in Fig. 5(b) with γ′sleeps : τ ( τ . A tree where no

substitution can occur can be represented as γJohn : τ (see Fig. 5(c)).

Applying the function γ′sleeps to the simple tree γJohn of Fig. 5(c) and performing β-reduction

gives the expected result as (1) shows.

γ′sleeps γJohn =


λos.

S

VP

V

sleeps

s


NP

John

→β

S

VP

V

sleeps

NP

John

(1)

2.2.2 Adjunction as Function Application

In order to deal with the adjunction operation, we first observe what happens to the auxiliary tree
in Fig. 3: a subtree of the tree it is adjoined to (the one rooted by VP) is substituted at its VP∗ foot
node. This means that the auxiliary tree of Fig. 6 also behaves as a function from trees to trees
and can be represented as in Fig. 7(a) with γ′seemingly : τ ( τ . Then, a tree with an adjunction

site can be represented by a term such as γ′′sleeps : (τ ( τ) ( τ in Fig. 7(b). Note the higher-order

type of γ′′sleeps.

In order to model the adjunction, we then apply γ′′sleeps to γ′seemingly and perform β-reductions

9
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as (2) shows.

γ′′sleeps γ
′
seemingly =


λoa.

S

NP

a


VP

V

sleeps





λov.

VP

vAdv

seemingly



→β

S

NP λov.

VP

vAdv

seemingly




VP

V

sleeps



→β

S

VP

VP

V

sleeps

Adv

seemingly

NP

(2)

VP

VP∗Adv

seemingly

Figure 6: TAG auxiliary tree

γ′seemingly = λov.


VP

vAdv

seemingly


(a) Function from trees to trees

γ′′sleeps = λoa.



S

NP

a


VP

V

sleeps




(b) Elementary tree ready to accept an ad-

junction

Figure 7: Functional interpretation of the adjunction operation

We now (almost) are in position to define the function standing for the elementary tree repre-
senting the intransitive verb sleeps in its canonical form as in Fig. 8 with γ′′′sleeps : (τ ( τ) ( τ ( τ .
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Such a term can be used to represent the TAG analysis of John seemingly sleeps shown in Fig. 4
with the β-reduction of γ′′′sleeps γ

′
seemingly γJohn shown in 3.

γ′′′sleeps γ
′
seemingly γJohn →β

S

VP

VP

V

sleeps

Adv

seemingly

NP

John (3)

γ′′′sleeps = λoa s.



S

s

a


VP

V

sleeps




Figure 8: Elementary tree representation available to substitution and adjunction operations

Remark 1 (No adjunction). Typing γ′′′sleeps with (τ ( τ) ( τ ( τ makes it require an adjunction

(the first (τ ( τ) parameter) to return a plain tree term of type τ . But of course, we also want to
use this term in case no adjunction in a TAG analysis would occur, as in John sleeps. We make use
of a fake adjunction, applying γ′′′sleeps to the identity function I = λox.x : τ ( τ . Then (4) holds.

γ′′′sleeps I γJohn →β

S

VP

V

sleeps

NP

John
(4)

Finally, we have to also model the possible adjunction on the S node of αsleeps. So the corre-
sponding term γsleeps has type (τ ( τ) ( (τ ( τ) ( τ ( τ where the first argument stands for
the auxiliary tree to be adjoined at the S node, the second argument stands for the auxiliary tree
to be adjoined at the VP node, and the third argument stands for the tree to be substituted at the
NP node as Fig. 9 shows.7

Remark 2 (Multiple adjunction). Following (Vijay-Shanker 1987), the typing we provide pre-
vents two adjunctions from occurring at the same node in the same elementary tree. We discuss
this difference with the multiple-adjunction approach of (Schabes and Shieber 1994) in Sect. 5.
Accordingly, an auxiliary tree typically also should allow for adjunction at its root. So instead of
using γ′seemingly : τ ( τ , we use the terms defined in Fig. 10 in order to analyze sentences such as

John usually seemingly sleeps as in Fig. 11 with the term γsleeps I (γseemingly (γusually I)) γJohn.

7We could also allow adjunctions to the V node in a similar way. But we do not use examples of such adjunctions,
and for sake of conciseness, we keep the type as small as required by the examples.
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γsleeps = λoS a s.S



S

s

a


VP

V

sleeps




Figure 9: Encoding of αsleeps available to substitution and adjunctions both at the VP and at the
S nodes

γseemingly = λoa v.a


VP

vAdv

seemingly

 : (τ ( τ) ( τ ( τ

γusually = λoa v.a


VP

vAdv

usually

 : (τ ( τ) ( τ ( τ

Figure 10: Auxiliary tree representation available to adjunction operations

S

VP

VP

VP

V

sleeps

Adv

seemingly

Adv

usually

NP

John

Figure 11: A TAG analysis of John usually seemingly sleeps
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2.3 Trees and Strings as λ-terms

So far, we did not make it explicit how to represent strings and trees as λ-terms. In particular, we
did not tell how strings can combine and how the parent-child relation can be represented. While
this is quite standard, and because we use this encoding to implement the example grammars using
the ACG toolkit, this section describes how it can be done.

2.3.1 Encoding Strings

We encode strings over an alphabet C using the following higher-order signature ΣCstrings =

〈Aσ, C, τσ〉 where:

• Aσ = {o} contains a unique atomic type o;

• τσ is the constant function that maps any constant to the type σ
∆
= (o( o) the string type.

Note it is not an atomic type.

We also define two other terms:

• +
∆
= λof g.λoz.f(g z) (the function composition, used with an infix notation) to represent

the concatenation;

• ε ∆
= λox.x (the identity function) to represent the empty string.

It is easy to check that + is associative and that ε is a neutral element for +.

2.3.2 Encoding Trees

In order to encode the trees defined over a ranked alphabet Fa = (F , arity),8 we use the following
higher-order signature ΣFa

trees = 〈Aτ ,F , τFa
τ 〉 where:

• Aτ = {τ} contains a unique atomic type τ the type of trees;

• τFa
τ is function that maps any constant X such that arity(X) = n to the type τ ( · · ·( τ︸ ︷︷ ︸

n times

(

τ . If arity(X) = n, then τFa
τ (X) = τ .

Trees were primarily defined in TAG using a mapping from positions to labels, elements of a
vocabulary. The vocabulary is partitioned into terminal and non-terminal symbols. Hence, a same
node label may be used to represent symbols of different arity. For instance, in Fig. 1(a), the VP

node has arity 1 whereas the VP node of Fig. 1(c) has arity 2. We use the notation Xn with n the
arity to differentiate between the different usages of an X label. As non-terminal symbols can only
be mapped by terminal nodes (leaves), they always have arity 0, so we do not use any subscript
for them.

For instance, the TAG elementary trees δanchor
9 of our running examples can be modeled as

the functions (or terms) γanchor built on the signature Σtrees as Table 2 shows.10 Then (5) shows

8arity being a mapping from F to N.
9We use the notation δanchor to refer either to the initial tree αanchor or the the auxiliary tree βanchor.

10Note that sleeps and seemingly are used as constants of arity 0 and τ type. We also introduce an auxiliary tree
that can adjoin to the S node.
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2 Background

that γ4 = γsleeps I (γseemingly I) γJohn corresponds (modulo β) to the tree of Fig. 4.

(5)

γ4 = γsleeps I (γseemingly I) γJohn
= (λoS a s.S (S2 s (a (VP1 (V1 sleeps))))) I (γseemingly I) γJohn
→β (λoa s.I (S2 s (a (VP1 (V1 sleeps))))) (γseemingly I) γJohn
= (λoa s.(λox.x) (S2 s (a (VP1 (V1 sleeps))))) (γseemingly I) γJohn
→β (λoa s.S2 s (a (VP1 (V1 sleeps)))) (γseemingly I) γJohn
→β (λos.S2 s ((γseemingly I) (VP1 (V1 sleeps)))) γJohn
→β S2 γJohn ((γseemingly I) (VP1 (V1 sleeps)))

→β S2 γJohn (((λoa v.a (VP2 (Adv1 seemingly) v)) I) (VP1 (V1 sleeps)))

→β S2 γJohn ((λov.I (VP2 (Adv1 seemingly) v)) (VP1 (V1 sleeps)))

→β S2 γJohn ((λov.(λox.x) (VP2 (Adv1 seemingly) v)) (VP1 (V1 sleeps)))

→β S2 γJohn ((λov.VP2 (Adv1 seemingly) v) (VP1 (V1 sleeps)))

→β S2 γJohn (VP2 (Adv1 seemingly) (VP1 (V1 sleeps)))

= S2 (NP1 John) (VP2 (Adv1 seemingly) (VP1 (V1 sleeps)))

Terms of Λ(Σtrees) Corresponding TAG tree
γJohn = NP1 John NP

John
: τ

γsleeps = λoS a s.S (S2 s (a (VP1 (V1 sleeps)))) S

NP VP

V

sleeps

: (τ ( τ) ( (τ ( τ) ( τ ( τ

γseemingly = λoa v.a (VP2 (Adv1 seemingly) v) VP

Adv

seemingly

VP∗
: (τ ( τ) ( τ ( τ

γusually = λoa v.a (VP2 (Adv1 usually) v) VP

Adv

usually

VP∗
: (τ ( τ) ( τ ( τ

γhence = λoa s.a (S2 s (Adv1 hence)) S

S∗ Adv

hence

: (τ ( τ) ( τ ( τ

I = λox.x : τ ( τ

Table 2: Encoding of the TAG elementary trees with Σtrees

We now show how to relate the tree represented by the term γsleeps I (γseemingly (γusually I)) γJohn :
τ to the string John usually seemingly sleeps represented by the term John + usually + seemingly +
sleeps : σ using an interpretation of the former defined with an ACG.

14



Sylvain Pogodalla Functional Approach to TAG and Semantic Interpretation

3 Abstract Categorial Grammars

For sake of self-containedness, we remind the definitions of (de Groote 2001).

Definition 6 (Lexicon). Let Σ1 = 〈A1, C1, τ1〉 and Σ2 = 〈A2, C2, τ2〉 be two higher-order signa-
tures, a lexicon L = 〈F,G〉 from Σ1 to Σ2 is such that:

• F : A1 → T (A2). We also note F : T (A1)→ T (A2) its homomorphic extension11;

• G : C1 → Λ(Σ2). We also note G : Λ(Σ1)→ Λ(Σ2) its homomorphic extension;

• F and G are such that for all c ∈ C1, `Σ2 G(c) : F (τ1(c)) is provable.

We also use L instead of F or G.

The lexicon is the interpreting device of ACGs.

Definition 7 (Abstract Categorial Grammar and vocabulary). An abstract categorial grammar is
a quadruple G = 〈Σ1,Σ2,L, S〉 where:

• Σ1 = 〈A1, C1, τ1〉 and Σ2 = 〈A2, C2, τ2〉 are two higher-order signatures. Σ1 (resp. Σ2) is
called the abstract vocabulary (resp. the object vocabulary) and Λ(Σ1) (resp. Λ(Σ2)) is the
set of abstract terms (resp. the set of object terms).

• L : Σ1 → Σ2 is a lexicon.

• S ∈ T (A1) is the distinguished type of the grammar.

Given an ACG Gname = 〈Σ1,Σ2,Lname, S〉, we use the following notational variants for the in-
terpretation of the type α (resp. the term t): Lname(α) = β, Gname(α) = β, α Bname β, and
JαKname = β (resp. Lname(t) = u, Gname(t) = u, t Bname u, and JtKname = u). The subscript
may be omitted if clear from the context.

Definition 8 (Abstract and Object Languages). Given an ACG G , the abstract language is defined
by

A(G ) = {t ∈ Λ(Σ1) |`Σ1
t : S is derivable}

The object language is defined by

O(G ) = {u ∈ Λ(Σ2) | ∃t ∈ A(G ) s.t. u = L(t)}

3.1 ACG Composition

The lexicon defines the way structures are interpreted. It plays a crucial role in our proposal in two
different ways. First, two interpretations may share the same abstract vocabulary, hence mapping
a single structure into two different ones. For instance, the structure representing the derivations
may be mapped both into a surface form and a semantic form. This composition is illustrated by
Gderived trees and Gsem. sharing the Σderivations vocabulary in Figure 12. It allows for the semantic
interpretation of the derivation trees and we use this in Sect. 5.

Second, the result of a first interpretation can itself be interpreted by a second lexicon when
the object vocabulary of the first interpretation is the abstract vocabulary of the second one. This
composition, illustrated by the Gyield◦Gderived trees composition in Figure 12, allows for modularity.
It also allows for admissible intermediate structures. For instance, the abstract language of Gyield

11such that F (α( β) = F (α) ( F (β) and F (α→ β) = F (α)→ F (β)
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4 Tree-Adjoining Grammars as Abstract Categorial Grammars

may contain too many structures. If the object language of Gderived trees is a strict subset of this
abstract language, then the object language of Gyield◦Gderived trees is a subset of the object language
of Gyield. We take advantage of this property in Sect. 4.2 to enforce the matching between node
labels in substitution and adjunction operations, and to further restrict the set of derivations to
only TAG derivations in Sect. 4.3.

Λ(Σderivations)

Λ(Σtrees)

Gderived trees

Λ(Σstrings)
Gyield

Λ(Σlogic)

Gsem.

Figure 12: ACG composition for control and syntax-semantic interface

3.2 Formal Properties of ACGs

The formal properties of ACGs have been intensively studied. Two parameters are useful to define
a hierarchy of ACGs: the order and the complexity of an ACG.

Definition 9 (Order and complexity of an ACG; ACG hierarchy). The order of an ACG is the
maximum of the orders of its abstract constants. The complexity of an ACG is the maximum of
the orders of the realizations of its atomic types.

ACG(n,m) denotes the set of ACGs whose order is at most n and whose complexity is at moset
m.

Table 3 sums up some of the formal properties of ACGs (de Groote and Pogodalla 2004; Salvati
2006; Kanazawa and Salvati 2007; Kanazawa 2009).

String language Tree language
ACG(1,n) finite finite
ACG(2,1) regular regular
ACG(2,2) context-free linear contex-free
ACG(2,3) non-duplicating macro ⊂ 1-visit attribute grammar

well-nested multiple context-free
ACG(2,4) mildly context-sensitive hyperedge replacement gram.

(multiple context-free)
ACG(2,4+n) ACG(2,4) ACG(2,4)

Table 3: The ACG hierarchy

4 Tree-Adjoining Grammars as Abstract Categorial Gram-
mars

From now on, we assume a TAG G = (I,A) where I is the set of initial trees and A the set of
auxiliary trees. The labels of the trees in I ∪ A range over the alphabet V 0, and C ⊂ V 0 is the
terminal alphabet. V is the set of symbols of V 0 disambiguated by subscripting them with their
arity (except for terminal symbols of arity 0), and V is the associated ranked alphabet.

16



Sylvain Pogodalla Functional Approach to TAG and Semantic Interpretation

4.1 Derived Trees and Strings

In the constructions of Sect. 2.3, we introduced two higher-order signatures: Σstrings = ΣCstrings and

Σtrees = ΣVtrees. We can now relate terms built on them using an ACG Gyield = 〈Σtrees,Σstrings,Lyield, τ〉
by specifying Lyield as follows:

• Lyield(τ) = σ (a tree is interpreted as a string);

• for Xn ∈ V \ C, Lyield(Xn) = λox1 . . . xn.x1 + · · · + xn (a tree labeled by a non-terminal
symbol is interpreted by the concatenation of the interpretation of its children);

• for a ∈ C, Lyield(a) = a (a terminal symbol is interpreted by the same symbol as a string).

For instance, (8) and ACG example 3 show that the yield of the tree represented by γsleeps I (γseemingly I) γJohn
actually is John + seemingly + sleeps (which can be rephrased as γsleeps I (γseemingly I) γJohn Byield
John + seemingly + sleeps).

(6)
Gyield(NP1 John) = (Gyield(NP1)) (Gyield(John)) because Gyield is a morphism

= (λox1.x1) John by definition of Gyield on constants

→β John

(7)

Gyield(VP2 (Adv1 seemingly) (VP1 (V1 sleeps)))

= Gyield(VP2) (Gyield(Adv1 seemingly)) (Gyield((VP1 (V1 sleeps))))

= (λox1 x2.x1 + x2) (Gyield(Adv1 seemingly)) (Gyield(VP1 (V1 sleeps)))

→β (Gyield(Adv1 seemingly)) + (Gyield(VP1 (V1 sleeps)))

→β (Gyield(Adv1) (Gyield(seemingly))) + ((Gyield(VP1)) (Gyield(V1 sleeps)))

= ((λox1.x1) seemingly) + ((λox1.x1) (Gyield(V1 sleeps)))

→β seemingly + ((λox1.x1) (Gyield(V1 sleeps)))

→β seemingly + (Gyield(V1 sleeps))

= seemingly + ((Gyield(V1)) (Gyield(sleeps)))

= seemingly + ((λox1.x1) sleeps)

→β seemingly + sleeps

(8)

Gyield(γ4) = Gyield(γsleeps I (γseemingly I) γJohn)

= Gyield(S2 (NP1 John) (VP2 (Adv1 seemingly) (VP1 (V1 sleeps)))) by (5)

= (Gyield(S2)) (Gyield(NP1 John)) (Gyield(VP2 (Adv1 seemingly) (VP1 (V1 sleeps))))

because Gyield is a morphism

= (λox1 x2.x1 + x2) John (seemingly + sleeps)

by definition of Gyield on constants and by (6) and (7)

→β John + (seemingly + sleeps)

4.2 Derivation Trees and Derived Trees

In this section, we illustrate how to introduce more control on the accepted structures. Note indeed
that according to the definition of Gyield, whatever is a closed term of type τ belongs its abstract
language. For instance, γ13 = γseemingly I γJohn is a well-typed term of type τ corresponding to

17



4 Tree-Adjoining Grammars as Abstract Categorial Grammars

# yield realize g sleeps I (g seemingly I ) g John : tree ;
yield realize g sleeps I (g seemingly I) g John : tree ;

In trees :
g sleeps I (g seemingly I) g John : tree
= S2 (NP1 John) (VP2 (Adv1 seemingly) (VP1 (V1 sleeps)))

Interpreted by yield in strings as:
lambda z. John (seemingly (sleeps z)) : o -> o

#

ACG example 3: Yield computation with the “realize” command

the tree of Fig. 13 as (9) shows. Consequently, its interpretation seemingly + John belongs to the
object language.

γ13 = γseemingly I γJohn

= (λoa v.a (VP2 (Adv1 seemingly) v)) (λox.x) (NP1 John)

→β (λov.(λox.x) (VP2 (Adv1 seemingly) v)) (NP1 John)

= VP2 (Adv1 seemingly) (NP1 John)

(9)

VP

NP

John

Adv

seemingly

Figure 13: Tree in the abstract language of Gyield

In order to avoid such terms to belong to the language we are interested in, we provide another
ACG Gderived trees = 〈Σderivations,Σtrees,Lderived trees, S〉 such that its object language is a strict
subset of A(Gyield) (see Fig. 12). Consequently, the object language of Gyield ◦ Gderived trees is a
subset (strict in this case, as expected) of O(Gyield).

4.3 TAG Derivation Trees

4.3.1 A Vocabulary for Derivations: The Σderivations Signature

Adjoining γseemingly on γJohn is possible in Λ(Σtrees) because the type τ does not take the node labels
into account. Hence, there is no distinction between the trees rooted by VP and trees rooted by NP,
for instance. We introduce this distinction in Σderivations = 〈Aderivations, Cderivations, τderivations〉.
Aderivations = V 0 is the set of non-terminal symbols of the TAG grammar G. Then, for any
δanchor ∈ I ∪A an elementary tree of G, let define canchor a constant of type (X1 ( X1) ( · · ·(
(Xn ( Xn) ( Y 1 ( · · ·( Y m ( α where:

• the Xi are the labels of the n internal nodes of δanchor labeled with a non-terminal where an
adjunction is possible (by convention we use the breadth-first traversal); 12

12Instead of the types (Xi ( Xi), we may have types Xi
i1

( Xi
i2

to denote a difference between the top and
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Sylvain Pogodalla Functional Approach to TAG and Semantic Interpretation

# derivations check c seemingly I vp c John : VP;
derivations check c seemingly I vp c John : VP;

c seemingly I vp c John : VP
Error: File ”stdin”, line 1, characters 17-23
The type of this expression is ”VP” but is used with type ”NP”

#

ACG example 4: Not well-type term

• the Y i are the labels of the m leaves of δanchor labeled with non-terminals, but the foot node
if δanchor is an auxiliary tree (by convention, we use the left-right order);

• let Z be the label of the root node of δanchor. α = Z if δanchor ∈ I is an initial tree, and
α = Z ′ ( Z with Z ′ the label of the foot node if δanchor ∈ A is an auxiliary tree.13 In the
latter case, we call Z ′ ( Z the modifier type of the constant modeling the auxiliary tree.

We get for instance the constants typed as in (10)14 from the elementary trees of Fig. 1.

csleeps : (S ( S) ( (VP ( VP) ( NP ( S

cJohn : NP

cseemingly : (VP ( VP) ( VP ( VP

(10)

For each non-terminal X of the TAG grammar where an adjunction can occur, we also define
IX : X ( X as in 11. These constants play a similar role as I at the Σtrees level: they are used
when a TAG derivation does not involve adjunctions on sites where it would be possible to have
them.

IS : S ( S

IVP : VP ( VP
(11)

Then the set of typed constants of Σderivations is Cderivations = (∪δanchor∈I∪A canchor)∪(∪X∈V 0IX)
and τderivations is the associated typing function defined as above. The typing provided by
Σderivations now disallows the application of cseemingly IVP : VP ( VP to cJohn : NP as ACG
example 4 illustrates.

We now need to relate the terms of Λ(Σderivations) to the terms of Λ(Σtrees) by a suitable
interpretation.

4.3.2 Interpretation of Derivations as Derived Trees: The Gderived trees ACG

In order to define Gderived trees = 〈Σderivations,Σtrees,Lderived trees, S〉 we are left with defining
Lderived trees. All the atomic types (S, VP, etc.) are interpreted as trees (i.e., with the τ type).
And for a TAG elementary tree δanchor, the constant canchor is interpreted as γanchor (defined in
Sect. 2.3.2). This leads us to the interpretations of Table 4.

the bottom feature of the node of label Xi. This is in particular used to account for selecting adjoining constraints
as described in Feature based TAG (FTAG) (Vijay-Shanker and Joshi 1988; Vijay-Shanker and Joshi 1991). See
note 13.

13In standard TAG, we typically have Z = Z′. However, we shall see examples in Sections 5.3.2 and 7 where such
a distinction is relevant.

14We assume that no adjunction is allowed on the V nor on the Adv node.
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4 Tree-Adjoining Grammars as Abstract Categorial Grammars

cJohn : NP
Bderived trees γJohn = NP1 John : τ

csleeps : (S ( S) ( (VP ( VP) ( NP ( S

Bderived trees γsleeps = λoS a s.S (S2 s (a (VP1 (V1 sleeps))))
: (τ ( τ) ( (τ ( τ) ( τ ( τ

cseemingly : (VP ( VP) ( VP ( VP

Bderived trees γseemingly = λoa v.a (VP2 (Adv1 seemingly) v)
: (τ ( τ) ( τ ( τ

cusually : (VP ( VP) ( VP ( VP

Bderived trees γusually = λoa v.a (VP2 (Adv1 usually) v)
: (τ ( τ) ( τ ( τ

chence : (S ( S) ( S ( S

Bderived trees γhence = λoa s.a (S2 (Adv1 hence) s)
: (τ ( τ) ( τ ( τ

IS : S ( S

Bderived trees I = λox.x : τ ( τ
IVP : VP ( VP

Bderived trees I = λox.x : τ ( τ

Table 4: Interpretation of Σderivations constants by Gderived trees

In Sect. 4.2, we noticed that γ4 = γseemingly I γJohn : τ ∈ A(Gyield) (see 9). By definition
of the object language of an ACG, its interpretation Gyield(γ4) = seemingly + John is such that
Gyield(γ4) ∈ O(Gyield).

However, γ4 6∈ O(Gderived trees). Indeed, there is no c4 such that Gderived trees(c4) = γ4. A simple
argument using the linearity of the interpretation shows that only cseemingly (once and only once),
cJohn (once and only once), and IX can be used. But cJohn can not combine with any of the other
terms (none of them use the type NP). Consequently, seemingly + John 6∈ O(Gyield ◦ Gderived trees)
as is expected from the TAG grammar.

4.3.3 Gderived trees Abstract Terms and TAG Derivation Trees

It is interesting to note that abstract terms of Gderived trees describe the way the encoding of trees in
Σtrees can combine. We can see this combination in terms such as γ14 = γsleeps I (γseemingly I) γJohn,
but it is in some sense an artifact of the definition we gave: γ14 β-reduces to a tree that does not
show this structure anymore. However, a term such as c14 = csleeps IS (cseemingly IVP) cJohn does
not further β-reduce. Because we considered substitution as function application on arguments of
atomic types and adjunction as function application on arguments of second-order types, c14 keeps
track of the adjunction of IS on csleeps, of the adjunction of IVP on cseemingly, of the adjunction of
the latter result on csleeps, and of the substitution of cJohn. And the relation Gderived trees(c14) = γ14

expresses the relation between the record of these operations and the resulting derived tree.
We can represent c14 as a tree (see Fig. 14(a)): each node corresponds to a constant, possibly

applied to the terms represented by the children of the node. It makes explicit the relation to the
TAG derivation trees (Fig. 14(b)). They are in a one to one correspondence despite the following
differences:

• in the abstract term representation, the fake adjunctions (of IX) are represented;

• instead of specifying the role of the arguments with the Gorn address, we set a specific order
for the arguments.
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csleeps

IS cseemingly

IVP

cJohn

(a) Abstract term of Gderived trees

αsleeps

αJohn βseemingly

1 2

(b) TAG Derivation
tree

Figure 14: Derivation representations

All the objects of a TAG grammar now have an ACG counterpart:

• terms of the abstract language of Gderived trees correspond to the TAG derivation trees;15

• terms of Λ(Σtrees) that are in the object language of Gderived trees correspond to the TAG
derived trees;

• terms of Λ(Σstrings) that are in the object language of Gyield ◦Gderived trees correspond to the
TAG generated language.

(12) and (13) illustrate these correspondences for the abstract term c14 = csleeps IS (cseemingly IVP) cJohn
representing the derivation for the analysis of John seemingly sleeps.

(12)
Gderived trees(csleeps IS (cseemingly IVP) cJohn)

= γsleeps I (γseemingly I) γJohn

= S2 (NP1 John) (VP2 (Adv1 seemingly) (VP1 (V1 sleeps))) by (5)

(13)Gyield ◦ Gderived trees(csleeps IS (cseemingly IVP) cJohn)

= John + (seemingly + sleeps) by (12) and (8)

Remark 3 (Gderived trees terms and description of trees). Let us have a look at the (X ( X)
type of the parameter of an abstract constant of Gderived trees and at its interpretation. In csleeps
for instance, the parameter with type (VP ( VP) is interpreted by the a variable of γsleeps (see
Table 4). The position of a in the term S (S2 s (a (VP1 (V1 sleeps)))) makes it explicit that the
result of a applied to (VP1 (V1 sleeps)), hence the latter term itself, is the second child of S2 (the
variable s being the first). The result of this application corresponds to the resulting VP of modifier
type (VP ( VP) (for instance cusually IS), while the term (VP1 (V1 sleeps)) corresponds to the first
VP: the parameter. So, in some sense, (VP ( VP) encodes the dominance constraint as in the tree
descriptions of (Vijay-Shanker 1992).

Remark 4 (Gderived trees terms and TAG derivation trees). It should be noted that Gderived trees
and Gyield ◦Gderived trees are not second-order ACGs. It means that the polynomial parsing results
do not directly apply. But we know that TAG parsing is polynomial. So what is happening here?

The answer is that while Gderived trees constrains the string language more than Gyield does, it
does not constrain it enough to generate only the corresponding TAG language. Indeed, let us as-
sume a term cmatters : (VP ( VP) ( S ( S and a term γmatters = λoS a s.S (S2 s (a (VP1 (V1 matters))))
corresponding to the initial tree αmatters of Fig. 15(a) (as in To arrive on time matters considerably,

15With some reservations that Sect. 6 clears up, though. See Rem. 4.
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5 Semantic Construction

see (XTAG Research Group 2001, Section 6.31)) where the S leaf is a substitution node,16 the VP

node accepts adjunctions, but the S node does not. We define Gderived trees(cmatters) = γmatters.
Then the term (cmatters IVP) is typed S ( S, which is the modifier type of terms encoding auxiliary
trees adjoining on S nodes. Let us assume there also is a term cthat sleeps : (VP ( VP) ( NP ( S

such that Gderived trees(cthat sleeps) = λov s.S2 (Comp that) (S2 s (VP1 (V1 sleeps))) corresponding to
the initial tree of Fig. 15(b).17

Then we can built the term c16 of (14) corresponding to the derived tree of Fig. 16 by applying
cmatters IVP : S ( S to (cthat sleeps IVP cJohn) : S. This indeed models a substitution.

But we can also build the term c17 of (14) corresponding to the syntactic tree of Fig. 17.
However, the latter is not a TAG tree as it would correspond to the adjunction of the tree for
matters on the tree for John sleeps. The term (γmatters IVP) : S ( S indeed now appears as
argument of csleeps, simulating an adjunction on csleeps.

18 But the tree for matters is an initial tree
and should not be adjoined.

c16 = cmatters IVP (cthat sleeps IVP cJohn)

Gderived trees(c16) = S2 (Comp1 that)

(S2 (NP1 John) (VP1 (V1 sleeps))) (VP1 (V1 matters))

Gyield ◦ Gderived trees(c16) = that + John + sleeps + matters

c17 = csleeps (cmatters IVP) IVP cJohn

Gderived trees(c17) = S2 (S2(NP1 John) (VP1 (V1sleeps))) (VP1 (V1 matters))

Gyield ◦ Gderived trees(c17) = John + sleeps + matters

(14)

The solution we develop in Section 6 is to further control A(Gderived trees) with another ACG
GTAG such that O(GTAG) ⊂ A(Gderived trees) just as Gderived trees allows us to control A(Gyield).
The general architecture is then the one Fig. 18 describes. We delay the definition of GTAG to
Sect. 6. It is very similar to the definition of Gderived trees except that the adjunction sites are
not given a second-order type (X ( X) but an atomic type XA, making GTAG second-order.
Then, Gderived trees ◦GTAG corresponds to the TAG encoding of (de Groote 2002). However, while
useful to faithfully encode TAGs and to allow for applying the polynomiality results, this latter
encoding is not necessary to provide the semantic interpretation of the derivation trees (and may
somewhat obfuscate it, as the interpretation of a (S ( S) type may be more straightforward as
the interpretation of a SA type).

5 Semantic Construction

In the previous section, we defined a signature Σderivations to represent derivation structures as
terms of Λ(Σderivations). We now use this signature as pivot to transfer these structures into
semantic representations. From a practical point of view, as mentioned in Sect. 3.1, it amounts to
defining an ACG Gsem. = 〈Σderivations,Σlogic,Lsem., S〉 and composing it with Gderived trees thanks
to the shared abstract vocabulary Σderivations. The object vocabulary Σlogic of this ACG is the
vocabulary for defining the semantic representations. In this article, we use higher-order logic
(and more often than not simply first-order logic). Other languages, such as description languages
to express underspeficied representations (Bos 1995; Egg, Koller, and Niehren 2001), modal logic

16In this example, we do not model the requirement for the sentential subject to be infinite or to be finite and
introduced by a complementizer.

17For sake of simplicity, we make the complementizer part of the initial tree.
18Except the lack of the complementizer, the surface forms are almost the same. This is due to adjoining at the

root node.
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S

S VP

V

matters

(a) Initial tree for matters
(the S leaf is a substitution
node)

S

Comp

that

S

NP VP

V

sleeps

(b) Initial tree for that . . . sleeps

Figure 15: Initial trees for verbs with sentential subjects and complementized clause

S

S

Comp

that

S

NP

John

VP

V

sleeps

VP

V

matters

(a) Derived tree for that John sleeps matters

αmatters

αthat sleeps

αJohn

1

21

(b) Derivation tree for that John
sleeps matters

Figure 16: TAG derived and derivation trees for that John sleeps matters

S

S

NP

John

VP

V

sleeps

VP

V

matters

(a) Syntactic tree which is not a TAG de-
rived tree

αsleeps

αmatters αJohn

ε

1

(b) Forbidden corresponding derivation
tree

Figure 17: Non-TAG derived and derivation trees for John sleeps matters
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5 Semantic Construction

Λ(Σderivations)

Λ(ΣTAG)

GTAG

Λ(Σtrees)

Gderived trees

Λ(Σstrings)
Gyield

Λ(Σlogic)

Gsem.

Figure 18: ACG composition for control and syntax-semantics interface

languages, etc. are possible as well. But we want to focus on how to build semantic representations
rather than on the semantic modeling of some linguistic phenomenon itself.

5.1 A Vocabulary for Semantic Representations: Σlogic

We first define the object vocabulary Σlogic = 〈Alogic, Clogic, τlogic〉 as in Table 5 with Alogic = {e, t}
the atomic types for entities and truth values respectively. As usual, we note the λ-term ∃ (λx.P )
as ∃x.P . The same, mutatis mutandis, holds for ∀. Note that in this signature, we also use the non-
linear implication as a lot of semantic formula (e.g., adjectives, quantifiers. . . ) use non linearity of
entities. But we stay within the fragment of almost linear terms as only terms of atomic type are
duplicated.

Logical constants ∧ : t( t( t ∨ : t( t( t
⇒ : t( t( t ¬ : t( t
∃ : (e→ t) ( t ∀ : (e→ t) ( t

Non-logical constants john : e love, chase : e( e( t
sleep : e( t seemingly, usually, hence : t( t
seem : e( (e( t) ( t claim, think : e( t( t
WHO : (e( t) ( t big, black, dog, cat : e( t

Table 5: The vocabulary Σlogic

5.2 Derivation Tree Based Interpretation

The first step in defining Gsem. to interpret the abstract vocabulary Σderivations into types and
terms build on the object vocabulary Σlogic is to define the interpretation of the atomic types (S,
VP. . . ). We simply follow the standard interpretation of these syntactic types into the semantic
types as proposed in (Montague 1973). This results in the interpretation described in Table 6(a).
The interpretation of the constants follows as in Table 6(b). We do not repeat here the type of the
constants canchor of Σderivations, nor the constraint that the image of this type has to be the type
of Gsem.(canchor) (e.g., the type of cJohn is NP, hence JcJohnKsem. : JNPKsem. = (e ( t) ( t). But
the reader can check this proviso holds.
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S Bsem.t NPBsem.(e→ t) ( t NBsem.e→ t
VPBsem.e→ t WHBsem.(e( t) ( t

(a) Interpretation of the atomic types

cJohn Bsem.λ
oP.P john

csleeps Bsem.λ
oadv S adv VP subj .adv S (subj (adv VP (λx.sleep x)))

cseeminglyBsem.λ
oadvmod pred .advmod (λx.seemingly (pred x))

cusually Bsem.λ
oadvmod pred .advmod (λx.usually (pred x))

chence Bsem.λ
oadvmod pred .advmod (hence pred)

IS Bsem.λ
ox.x

IVP Bsem.λ
ox.x

(b) Interpretation of the constants

Table 6: Interpretation by Gsem. of the Σderivations vocabulary

Using our favorite examples, (15) shows that c14 Bsem. seemingly (sleep john).

c14 = csleeps IS (cseemingly IVP) cJohn
Bsem. (λoadv S adv VP subj .adv S (subj (adv VP (λox.sleep x)))) JISKsem. Jcseemingly IVPK

sem.
JcJohnKsem.

→β (λoadv VP subj .JISKsem. (subj (adv VP (λox.sleep x)))) Jcseemingly IVPK
sem.

JcJohnKsem.

= (λoadv VP subj .(λox.x) (subj (adv VP (λox.sleep x)))) Jcseemingly IVPK
sem.

JcJohnKsem.

→β (λoadv VP subj .subj (adv VP (λox.sleep x))) Jcseemingly IVPK
sem.

JcJohnKsem.

→β JcJohnKsem. (Jcseemingly IVPK
sem.

(λox.sleep x))

= JcJohnKsem. ((JcseeminglyKsem.
JIVPKsem.) (λox.sleep x))

= JcJohnKsem. (((λoadvmod pred .λox.advmod (seemingly (pred x))) JIVPKsem.) (λox.sleep x))

= JcJohnKsem. ((λopred .λox.JIVPKsem. (seemingly (pred x))) (λox.sleep x))

= JcJohnKsem. ((λopred .λox.(λox.x) (seemingly (pred x))) (λox.sleep x))

→β JcJohnKsem. ((λopred .λox.seemingly (pred x)) (λox.sleep x))

→β JcJohnKsem. (λox.seemingly ((λox.sleep x) x))

→β JcJohnKsem. (λox.seemingly (sleep x))

= (λoP.P john) (λox.seemingly (sleep x))

→β (λox.seemingly (sleep x)) john

→β seemingly (sleep john)

(15)

5.3 From Derivation Dependencies to Semantic Dependencies

We now turn to accounting for the mismatch between the dependencies as expressed in the deriva-
tion trees and as expected in the semantic representations.

5.3.1 Long-Distance Dependencies

The first mismatch we consider, in order to make explicit what exactly this mismatch refers to,
relates to the classical examples (16–18).

(16) Paul claims John loves Mary
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5 Semantic Construction

(17) Mary Paul claims John seems to love

(18) Who does Peter think Paul claims John seems to love

The TAG analysis relies on the elementary trees of Fig. 19 and results in the derived tree and
derivation tree of Fig. 20 for (16). The mismatch appears in the contrast between the derivation
tree where αloves scopes over βclaims whereas the opposite scoping is to be expected from a semantic
point of view. A similar effect occurs with (17) as the derivation tree, shown Fig. 21(b), makes
αto love scope over both βclaims and βseems, while semantically both should scope over the love

predicate. Moreover, the derivation tree does not specify any scoping relation between the two
auxiliary trees, whereas we expect claim to semantically scope over seem.

Finally, (18) and the derivation tree of Fig. 22(b) illustrate how an element such as a wh-word
can scope over a whole sentence and all its predicates while providing a semantic argument to the
semantically “lowest” predicate (love).

αloves = S

NP VP

V

loves

NP

αto love = S

NP S

NP VP

V

to

VP

V

love

αwho = WH

who

αto love? = S

WH S

NP VP

V

to

VP

V

love

βclaims = S

NP VP

V

claims

S∗

βseems = VP

V

seems

VP∗

βdoes think = S

V

does

S

NP VP

V

think

S∗

Figure 19: TAG elementary trees for long distance dependencies
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S

NP

Paul

VP

V

claims

S

NP

John

VP

V

loves

NP

Mary

(a) Derived tree

αloves

αJohn αMary βclaims

αPaul

1
22

ε

1

(b) Derivation tree

Figure 20: TAG analysis of Paul claims John loves Mary

S

NP

Mary

S

NP

Paul

VP

V

claims

S

NP

John

VP

V

seems

VP

V

to

VP

V

love

(a) Derived tree

αto love

αJohn αMary βclaims

αPaul

βseems

21

1 2

1

22

(b) Derivation tree

Figure 21: TAG analysis of Mary Paul claims John seems to love
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S

WH

Who

S

V

does

S

NP

Peter

VP

V

think

S

NP

Paul

VP

V

claims

S

NP

John

VP

V

seems

VP

V

to

VP

V

love

(a) Derived tree

αto love?

αJohn αWho βclaims

αPaul βdoes think

αPeter

βseems

21
1 2

1 ε

21

22

(b) Derivation tree

Figure 22: TAG analysis of Who does Peter think Paul claims John seems to love
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To account for these phenomena, we first extend Σderivations and Gderived trees to represent the
trees of Fig. 19. Table 7 shows the new constants and their interpretations. The terms c20, c21,
and c22 in (19) represent the derivation trees of Fig. 20(b), 21(b), and 22(b) respectively. We leave
it to the reader to check that the Gderived trees interpretations of theses terms are the derived trees
of the corresponding figures 20(a), 21(a), and 22(a) respectively.

c20 = cloves (cclaims IS IVP cPaul) IVP cJohn cMary

c21 = cto love (cclaims IS IVP cPaul) (cseems IVP) cMary cJohn

c22 = cto love? (cclaims (cdoes think IS IVP cPeter) IVP cPaul) (cseems IVP) cMary cJohn

(19)

cwho : NP
Bderived trees γJohn

γJohn = NP1 who : τ
cloves : (S ( S) ( (VP ( VP) ( NP ( NP ( S

Bderived trees γloves
γloves = λoS a s o.S (S2 s (a (VP2 (V1 loves) o)))

: (τ ( τ) ( (τ ( τ) ( τ ( τ ( τ
cto love : (S ( S) ( (VP ( VP) ( NP ( NP ( S

Bderived trees γto love
γto love = λoS a o s.S2 o S ((S2 s (a (VP2 (V1 to love)(VP1 (V1 love))))))

: (τ ( τ) ( (τ ( τ) ( τ ( τ ( τ
cto love? : (S ( S) ( (VP ( VP) ( NP ( NP ( S

Bderived trees γto love
γto love = λoS a w s.S (S2 w (S2 s (a (VP2 (V1 to)(VP1 (V1 to love))))))

: (τ ( τ) ( (τ ( τ) ( τ ( τ ( τ
cclaims : (S ( S) ( (VP ( VP) ( NP ( (S ( S)

Bderived trees γclaims
γclaims = λoS a s.λoc.S (S2 s (a (VP2 (V1 claims) c)))

: (τ ( τ) ( (τ ( τ) ( τ ( (τ ( τ)
cseems : (VP ( VP) ( (VP ( VP)

Bderived trees γseems

γseems = λoa v.a (VP2 (V1 seems) v)
: (τ ( τ) ( (τ ( τ)

cdoes think : (S ( S) ( (VP ( VP) ( NP ( (S ( S)
Bderived trees γdoes think

γdoes think = λoS a s.λoc.S2 (V1 does) (S (S2 s (a (VP2 (V1 think) c))))
: (τ ( τ) ( (τ ( τ) ( τ ( (τ ( τ)

Table 7: Interpretation by Gderived trees

We now need to define the Gsem. interpretation that provides the expected semantic depen-
dencies. Table 8 shows the lexical semantics fulfilling the requirements. In the term c20 =
cloves (cclaims IS IVP cPaul) IVP cJohn cMary, the constant cloves scopes over cclaims as in the derivation
tree of Fig. 20(b). However, looking at JclovesKsem. in Table 8, we observe that its first argument
adv S scopes over the love predicate. This argument actually corresponds to the meaning of the
auxiliary tree adjoined at the S node of αloves. When it is replaced by some actual value, for
instance (cclaims IS IVP cPaul), the predicate in this actual value (here claim) then takes scope over
love, achieving the desired effect. The same holds for the adv VP argument.
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5 Semantic Construction

However, in Jcto love?Ksem., the wh argument takes scope over the whole interpretation. This
argument corresponds to the meaning of the constituent to be substituted at the WH node of
αto love? (see Fig. 19), typically λoP.WHO P : (e ( t) ( t, making WHO eventually take scope
over all the other predicates.

cwho Bsem.λ
oP.WHO P

cloves Bsem.λ
oadv S adv VP subj obj .adv S (subj (adv VP (λx.obj (λy.love x y))))

cto love Bsem.λ
oadv S adv VP obj subj .adv S (subj (adv VP (λx.obj (λy.love x y))))

cto love? Bsem.λ
oadv S adv VP wh subj .wh (λoy.adv S (subj (adv VP (λx.love x y))))

cclaims Bsem.λ
oadv S adv VP subj comp.adv S (subj (adv VP (λx.claim x comp)))

cseems Bsem.λ
omod pred .mod (λx.seem x pred)

cdoes thinkBsem.λ
oadv S adv VP subj comp.adv S (subj (adv VP (λx.think x comp)))

Table 8: Interpretation by Gsem. of the Σderivations vocabulary—long distance dependencies

(20) shows that the Gsem. interpretation builds the expected semantics with the required scope
inversions.

c20 = cloves (cclaims IS IVP cPaul) IVP cJohn cMary

Bsem. claim paul (love john mary)

c21 = cto love (cclaims IS IVP cPaul) (cseems IVP) cMary cJohn

Bsem. claim paul (seem john (λx.love x mary))

c22 = cto love? (cclaims (cdoes think IS IVP cPeter) IVP cPaul) (cseems IVP) cMary cJohn

Bsem. WHO (λy.think peter (claim paul (seem john (λx.love x y))))

(20)

5.3.2 Quantification

A similar effect of scope inversion between the derivation tree and the semantic representation
occurs with quantified noun phrases such as everyone, someone, every man, etc. The trees of
Fig. 23 provide the TAG elementary trees for the TAG analysis for (21) (resp. for (22)) shown in
Fig. 24 (resp. in Fig. 25).

(21) everyone loves someone

(22) every man loves some woman

αsomeone = NP

someone

αeveryone = NP

everyone

αman = N

man

βsome = NP

Det

some

N∗

βevery = NP

Det

every

N∗

Figure 23: Determiners and quantifiers
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Remark 5. We follow standard TAG analysis for determiners (Abeillé 1993; XTAG Research
Group 2001) where the latter adjoin on initial trees anchored by nouns. While the auxiliary trees
βsome and βevery of Fig. 23 look unusual because the root node and the foot node have not the
same label, we can consider the label NP as a shorthand for the NP TAG category plus positive
(NP[+]) determiner features, while the N label is a shorthand for the NP TAG category plus negative
(NP[−]) determiner features. Kasper, Kiefer, and Netter (1995) and others (Rogers 1999; Kahane,
Candito, and de Kercadio 2000) already noted that the differences between the features on the
root node and on the foot node could be reflected in allowing for auxiliary trees with different
labels as root and foot nodes. While we discuss the modeling of features in TAG more generally
in Section 7, the NP and N notations allow us to model the auxiliary trees of determiners with
constants of the usual N ( NP type (to be compared with a NP[−] ( NP[+] type). While we could
avoid introducing this distinction on the syntactic part of the TAG modeling, and have every node
label with N , this distinction is semantically meaningful and records the different interpretation
of N (as e→ t) and NP (as (e→ t) ( t, Table 6(a)).

The type of the constants modeling initial trees anchored by nouns has to be modified accord-
ingly: it specifies that it requires an adjunction (an argument of type (N ( NP)) before turning the
noun into a noun phrase NP. So the type of constants (e.g., cman) modeling initial trees anchored
by nouns (e.g., αman) is: (N ( NP) ( NP.

S

NP

everyone

VP

V

loves

NP

someone

(a) Derived tree

αloves

αeveryone αsomeone

1 22

(b) Derivation tree

Figure 24: TAG analysis of everyone loves someone

S

NP

Det

every

N

man

VP

V

loves

NP

Det

some

N

woman

(a) Derived tree

αloves

αman

βevery

αwoman

βsome

1

ε

22

ε

(b) Derivation tree

Figure 25: TAG analysis of everyone loves someone

The derivation trees of Fig. 24 and 25 are again such that the elementary tree of the verb
predicate dominates the other elementary trees, while the respective scopes of their semantic
contributions are in the reverse order. To show how this seeming mismatch can be dealt with,
we extend Σderivations with the constants of Table 9. This table also provides the interpretation
of these constants by Gderived trees modeling the elementary trees of Fig. 23. The terms of (23)
belong to A(Gderived trees) and represent the derivation trees of Fig. 24 and 25. (24) shows they
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5 Semantic Construction

are interpreted as the derived trees of the same Figures.

c24 = cloves IS IVP ceveryone csomeone

c25 = cloves IS IVP (cman cevery) (cwoman csome)
(23)

c24 Bderived trees S2 (NP1 everyone) (VP2 (V1 loves) (NP1 someone))

c25 Bderived trees S2 (NP2 (Det1 every) (N1 man)) (VP2 (V1 loves) (NP2 (Det1 some) (N1 woman)))

(24)

Constants of Σderivations Interpretation by Gderived trees
cman : (N ( NP) ( NP λod.d (N1man)
csomeone : NP NP1 someone
ceveryone : NP NP1 everyone
csome : N ( NP λon.NP2 (Det1 some) n
cevery : N ( NP λon.NP2 (Det1 every) n

Table 9: Interpretation of Σderivations constants by Gderived trees

Then we extend Gsem. with the interpretations of these new constants of Σderivations as terms
of Λ(Σlogic). The semantic interpretations of the terms c24 and c25 are then as expected, as (25)
shows.

c24 Bsem. ∀x.(human x)⇒ (∃y.(human y) ∧ (love x y))

c25 Bsem. ∀x.(man x)⇒ (∃y.(woman y) ∧ (love x y))
(25)

This shows how to use the derivation tree as a pivot towards the semantic representation of an
expression. The (lexical) semantic interpretation of the terms labeling the nodes of the derivation
tree encodes, when necessary, the inversion of the scope of the elements. This is reminiscent from
the transformation of derivation trees into semantic dependency graphs of (Candito and Kahane
1998) or (Kallmeyer and Kuhlmann 2012). To this end, the latter implements a tree transduction
based approach (macro-tree transduction). (Maskharashvili and Pogodalla 2013) discusses the
relation with the present approach, relying on the encoding of macro-tree transduction within 2nd
order ACGs (Yoshinaka 2006).

cman Bsem.λ
oQ.λoq.Q man q

csomeoneBsem.λ
oQ.∃x.(human x) ∧ (Q x)

cevery Bsem.λ
oQ.∀x.(human x)⇒ (Q x)

csome Bsem.λ
oP Q.∃x.(P x) ∧ (Q x)

cevery Bsem.λ
oP Q.∀x.(P x)⇒ (Q x)

Table 10: Interpretation by Gsem. of the Σderivations vocabulary—quantification

5.3.3 Multiple Adjunctions

The representation of TAG derivation trees as abstract terms of an ACG corresponds to the stan-
dard notion of derivation trees (Vijay-Shanker 1987). Schabes and Shieber (1994) calls it dependent
and advocate for an alternative independent notion. With dependent derivations, multiple adjunc-
tion on the same node is forbidden. So the analysis of (26) requires first the adjunction of βbig
and βblack, and the adjunction of the result on αdog. Figure 28(a) shows the resulting derivation
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tree. On the other hand, the independent adjunction shown in Fig. 28(b) only specifies that both
adjectives adjoin on the N node of the initial tree, specifying both the derived tree of Fig. 27(a)
and the derived tree of Fig. 27(b).

(26) big black dog

(27) black big dog

βbig = N

Adj

big

N∗

βblack = N

Adj

black

N∗

αdog = N

dog

Figure 26: TAG elementary trees for adjectives

N

Adj

big

N

Adj

black

N

dog

(a) Derived tree
for (26)

N

Adj

black

N

Adj

big

N

dog

(b) Derived tree
for (27)

Figure 27: Alternative notions of derived trees

αdog

βblack

βbig

ε

ε

(a) Dependent derivation tree

αdog

βblack βbig

ε ε

(b) Independent derivation tree

Figure 28: Alternative notions of derivation trees

(Schabes and Shieber 1994) presents several arguments in favor of multiple adjunction for
auxiliary trees encoding modification (as opposed to auxiliary trees encoding predication) and
independent derivations. We only discuss here the semantic argument it provides.19 The main
concern again has to do with the relation between derivation trees and semantic dependencies.

19The two other main arguments relate to the addition of adjoining constraints and to the addition of statistical
parameters.
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The dependent derivation of Fig. 28(a) reflects “cascaded modifications” of the head, rather than
more expected “separated modifications”. We can however achieve this latter effect by specifying
a semantic interpretation for adjectives that encodes such a behavior.

We consider the extension of Σderivations with the constants and their interpretations by
Gderived trees and Gsem. of Table 11. The types of the the constants modeling adjectives follow
the types proposed for constants modeling nouns. The modification they introduce builds a NP

from a N, and can itself take a (N ( NP) modification (adjunction) into account. Consequently,
they are of type (N ( NP) ( N ( NP.

(28) shows the interpretations of the term c28 : (N ( NP) ( NP (an expression missing a
determiner of type (N ( NP) to provide a NP) that encodes the derivation tree of Fig. 28(a) is
interpreted. The interpretation by Gsem. indeed provides a separated modification of the same
variable x.

c28 = λoD.cdog (cblack (cbig D))

Bderived trees λ
oD.D (N2 (Adj1 big) (N2 (Adj1 black) (N1 dog)))

Bsem. λ
oD.λoq.D (λx.((big x) ∧ (black x)) ∧ (dog x)) q

(28)

Constants of Interpretation Interpretation
Σderivations by Gderived trees by Gsem.

cbig : (N ( NP) λoa n.a (N2 (Adj1 big) n) λoQ n.λoq.Q (λx.(n x) ∧ (big x)) q
( N ( NP

cblack : (N ( NP) λoa n.a (N2 (Adj1 black) n) λoQ n.λoq.Q (λx.(n x) ∧ (black x)) q
( N ( NP

cdog : (N ( NP) ( NP λod.d (N1 dog) λoQ.λoq.Q dog q

Table 11: Interpretation by Gsem. of the Σderivations vocabulary—multiple adjunction

Remark 6. By not introducing a constant IN : N ( NP in Σderivations, we require actual adjunc-
tions of determiners (of type (N ( NP), e.g., csome) on nouns or on nouns modified by adjectives.

6 Completing the TAG into ACG Encoding

So far, the abstract signature we used, in particular Σderivations, introduce constants that are of
order strictly greater than 2. This comes in particular from the modeling of auxiliary trees as
functions (typically of type X ( X), hence from having constants of higher-order type modeling
the ability for a tree of getting an auxiliary tree as parameter. From a theoretical point of view, we
know this encoding cannot faithfully model TAG: TAG languages are polynomially parsable, and
3rd-order ACGs can generate languages in NP. From a practical point of view, Remark 4 (p. 22)
gives an example of an unexpected result of this encoding: there is no way to distinguish the S ( S

type of an abstract constant modeling an auxiliary tree of foot node S from an abstract constant
modeling an elementary tree of root S with a substitution node S.

6.1 A Vocabulary for TAG Derivations: The ΣTAG Signature

In order to allow for the distinction between these types, we introduce atomic types (e.g., SA) that
will be interpreted as the modifier type of the constants modeling auxiliary trees. So in addition
to the ACG Gderived trees = 〈Σderivations,Σtrees,Lderived trees, S〉, we also define a higher-order
signature ΣTAG = 〈ATAG, CTAG, τTAG〉 such that ATAG = Aderivations

⋃
X∈Aderivations

XA.
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For any δanchor ∈ I ∪ A an elementary tree of G, Canchor is a constant in CTAG with type
X1
A ( · · ·( Xn

A ( Y 1 ( · · ·( Y m ( α where:

• the Xi are the labels of the n internal nodes of δanchor labeled with a non-terminal where an
adjunction is possible (by convention we use the breadth-first traversal);

• the Y i are the labels of the m leaves of δanchor labeled with non-terminals, but the foot node
if δanchor is an auxiliary tree (by convention, we use the left-right order traversal);

• let Z be the label of the root node of δanchor. α = Z if δanchor ∈ I is an initial tree, and
α = ZA with Z the label of the foot node if δanchor ∈ A is an auxiliary tree.

We get for instance the constants typed as (29) shows from the elementary trees of Fig. 1.

Csleeps : SA ( VPA ( NP ( S

CJohn : NP

Cseemingly : VPA ( VPA

(29)

Moreover, for each non-terminal X of the TAG grammar where an adjunction can occur, we
also define IX : XA. These constants play a similar role as the IX constants in Σderivations: they
are used when a TAG derivation does not involve adjunctions on sites where it would be possible
to have them.

Then the set of typed constants of ΣTAG is CTAG = (∪δanchor∈I∪A Canchor) ∪ (∪X∈V 0IX) and
τTAG is the associated typing function defined as above. The typing provided by ΣTAG distinguish
the typing of the constant Cmatters : VPA ( S ( S and the typing SA of constants standing for
auxiliary tree of root node S. So Cmatters IVP : S ( S cannot be argument of Csleeps : SA ( VPA (
NP ( S, contrary to what happens in 14 (p. 22).

We now need to relate the terms of Λ(ΣTAG) to the terms of Λ(Σderivations) by a suitable
interpretation.

6.2 Interpreting ΣTAG into Λ(Σderivations): the GTAG ACG

We now can relate ΣTAG and Λ(Σderivations) through GTAG = 〈ΣTAG,Σderivations,LTAG, S〉 where
LTAG is such that:

• for all α ∈ ATAG, if α = XA then LTAG(α) = LTAG(XA) = X ( X, otherwise α = X ∈
Aderivations and LTAG(α) = LTAG(X) = X;

• for all Canchor ∈ CTAG, LTAG(Canchor) = canchor.

By construction of the constants canchor ∈ Cderivations (Section. 4.3) and by construction of the
constants Canchor ∈ CTAG, LTAG is well defined.

Table 12 sums up the constants corresponding to the elementary trees introduced so far as well
as their interpretations. Because constants are interpreted as constants, the terms of Λ(ΣTAG) and
their interpretations are isomorphic. However, some terms of Λ(Σderivations) have no antecedent
by LTAG (e.g., c17 = csleeps (cmatters IVP) IVP cJohn : S, see Remark 4 p. 22 and ACG example 5).
ΣTAG allows us to add control on the admissible derivation structures that Σderivations can provide.
The general architecture is now the one of Fig. 18 (p. 24). Moreover, this architecture allows us to
provide by function composition a semantic interpretation to the constants of ΣTAG. Interestingly,
this semantic interpretation derives from the more general constructions that Σderivations enables.

Similarly, ΣTAG strictly follows the abstract signature definition proposed in (de Groote 2002)
to encode the syntactic part of TAGs. And we get by the function composition Gderived trees◦GTAG
the ACG defined in (de Groote 2002).
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# derivations check c sleeps (c matters I vp) I vp c John : S;
derivations check c sleeps (c matters I vp) I vp c John : S;

In derivations :
c sleeps (c matters I vp) I vp c John : S

# TAG derivations parse c sleeps (c matters I vp) I vp c John : S;
TAG derivations parse c sleeps (c matters I vp) I vp c John : S;
No solution.
#

ACG example 5: c17 is a term of Λ(Σderivations) which is in A(Gderived trees) but not in O(GTAG)

# yield TAG parse every + big + black + dog + usually + barks :S;
yield TAG parse every + big + black + dog + usually + barks :S;
An antecedent by yield TAG in TAG is:
C barks I s (C usually I vp) (C dog (C black (C big C every))) : S
Do you want to look for another solution?

y/yes
n/no
a/all

(Default: yes ):

No other possible value
#

ACG example 6: ACG parsing from a string

Remark 7. Because the modeling of adjunction is now controlled by the interpretation of the types
XA from ΣTAG, we see that we can have more freedom in the type that is given in Σderivations.
For instance, we can set NA BTAG N ( NP. We can use even more complex interpretations if
it helps explaining the semantic interpretation. For instance, in Section 7.2 we introduce a type
S′A BTAG (NP ( S) ( S to model control verbs.

Since ΣTAG is 2nd order, we may parse with ACGs that have it as abstract vocabulary. ACG
example 6 shows the result of parsing from the string every+big+black+dog+usually+barks. ACG
example 7 shows the result of parsing from the logical formula ∀x.(((dog x)∧(black x))∧(big x))⇒
(usually (bark x)). Note that as a λ-term, a logical formula can generally not be replaced by a
logically equivalent formula. More examples are available in the example files.

7 Adjoining Constraints and Features

It is part of the TAG formalism to specify if an internal node may, may not, or has to receive any
adjunction. The latter case is called an obligatory adjoining (OA) constraint. In case an internal
node can be subject to an adjunction operation, it is also possible to specify a restricted set of
auxiliary trees, with relevant root and foot nodes, that can adjoin. This constraint is called a
selective adjoining (SA) constraint.
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Types and constants of ΣTAG Their interpretations in Λ(Σderivations)
NP NP

S S

VP VP

N N

WH WH

VPA VP ( VP

SA S ( S

NA N ( NP

CJohn : NP cJohn : NP
Csleeps : SA ( VPA ( NP ( S csleeps : (S ( S) ( (VP ( VP) ( NP ( S

Cseemingly : VPA ( VPA cseemingly : (VP ( VP) ( VP ( VP

Cusually : VPA ( VPA cusually : (VP ( VP) ( VP ( VP

Chence : SA ( SA chence : (S ( S) ( S ( S

IS : SA IS : S ( S

IVP : VPA IVP : VP ( VP

Cmatters : VPA ( S ( S cmatters : (VP ( VP) ( S ( S

Cthat sleeps : SA ( VPA ( NP ( S cthat sleeps : (S ( S) ( (VP ( VP) ( NP ( S

Cwho : NP cwho : NP
Cloves : SA ( VPA ( NP ( NP cloves : (S ( S) ( (VP ( VP) ( NP ( NP ( S

Cto love : SA ( VPA ( NP ( NP cto love : (S ( S) ( (VP ( VP) ( NP ( NP ( S

Cto love? : SA ( VPA ( NP ( NP cto love? : (S ( S) ( (VP ( VP) ( NP ( NP ( S

Cclaims : SA ( VPA ( NP ( SA cclaims : (S ( S) ( (VP ( VP) ( NP ( (S ( S)
Cseems : VPA ( VPA cseems : (VP ( VP) ( (VP ( VP)
Cdoes think : SA ( VPA ( NP ( SA cdoes think : (S ( S) ( (VP ( VP) ( NP ( (S ( S)
Cman : NA ( NP cman : (N ( NP) ( NP

Csomeone : NP csomeone : NP
Ceveryone : NP ceveryone : NP
Csome : NA csome : N ( NP

Cevery : NA cevery : N ( NP

Cbig : NA ( NA cbig : (N ( NP) ( N ( NP

Cblack : NA ( NA cblack : (N ( NP) ( N ( NP

Cdog : NA ( NP cdog : (N ( NP) ( NP

Table 12: ΣTAG constants and their interpretation by LTAG
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# sem TAG parse All x. (((dog x) & (black x)) & (big x)) > (usually (bark x)) : S;
sem TAG parse All x. (((dog x) & (black x)) & (big x)) > (usually (bark x)) : S;
An antecedent by sem TAG in TAG is:
C barks I s (C usually I vp) (C dog (C black (C big C every))) : S
Do you want to look for another solution?

y/yes
n/no
a/all

(Default: yes ):

No other possible value
#

ACG example 7: ACG parsing from a logical formula

7.1 Obligatory Adjoining Constraints

Section 5.3.3 presents an instance of an adjoining constraint, namely an Obligatory Adjoining (OA)
constraint. In order to form a NP, a noun needs to be adjoined (directly or through adjectival
modifications) a determiner of type (N ( NP). The obligatory nature of the adjunction is reflected
by the fact that the abstract vocabulary does not provide any constant IN : N ( NP simulating a
fake adjunction.

7.2 Selective Adjoining Constraints

In Section 5.3.2, we saw an instance of using features in a TAG analysis: noun phrases can receive
a determiner feature [+] or [−] indicating whether they are determined. The ACG way to account
for this distinction indeed consists in introducing different (atomic) types. This corresponds to
specifying local adjunction constraints by enumeration as in TAG and contrary to Feature based
TAG (FTAG) (Vijay-Shanker and Joshi 1988; Vijay-Shanker and Joshi 1991).

As noticed in Remark 7, the key here is to model auxiliary trees using an atomic type XA,
so that the ACG is second-order, and to interpret this type as a functional type X ( X ′ of
Σderivations, without the actual requirement that X and X ′ are atomic or that X = X ′. We
illustrate such an encoding with the TAG analysis of control verbs.

TAG analyzes a sentence such as (30) with an adjunction of the control verb wants on the
reduced clause to sleep as Fig. 30 shows. Figure 29 presents the elementary trees of the control
verb and for the infinitive clause. However, the S node of the controlled verb, or of the infinitive
clause (for sake of simplicity, we directly represent such a clause as an elementary tree with a
PRO node. This is similar to representing infinitive clauses as clauses without subject (Abeillé
2002)), and the foot node of the control verbs both bear an additional control feature (control
in XTAG (XTAG Research Group 2001), or some semantic index idx in (Gardent and Parmentier
2005; Gardent 2008)) that are to be unified. This feature on the foot node of the control verb
is shared with the control feature of the controlling NP (the subject of wants in our example).
Figure 30 shows the derived tree and the derivation trees for (30).

(30) John wants to sleep

In our ACG encoding, we model S nodes with a control feature with the functional type NP ( S,
expressing that such a clause is missing its subject. Consequently, the type of the constant cwants
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βwants = S

NP VP

V

wants

S∗

αto sleep = S

NP

PRO

ε

VP

to sleep

Figure 29: Elementary trees for control verbs

S

NP

John

VP

V

wants

S

NP

PRO

ε

VP

to sleep

(a) Derived tree

αto sleep

βwants

αJohn

ε

(b) Derivation
tree

Figure 30: TAG analysis of control

that models the auxiliary tree βwants is (S ( S) ( (VP ( VP) ( NP ( (NP ( S) ( S. The
end part (NP ( S) ( S of this type corresponds to the functional interpretation of the adjunction
of control verbs, modeled at the ΣTAG level with the atomic type S′A. The difference of the type
(NP ( S) of the argument and of the type S of the result corresponds to the different feature set
attached to the root note and to the foot node of the auxiliary tree.

Then we model the feature sharing between the subject NP and the S foot node of the control
verb in the semantic interpretation of the latter, as the first line of Table 15 shows: the first
argument x of want x (pred (λoP.P x)) also appears (type raised as (λoP.P x)) as argument of
pred , the latter corresponding to the semantics of the infinitive clause without subject.

Types and constants of ΣTAG Their interpretations in Λ(Σderivations)
S′A (NP ( S) ( S

Cwants : SA ( VPA ( NP ( S′A cwants : (S ( S) ( (VP ( VP)
( NP ( (NP ( S) ( S

Cto sleep : S′A ( S cto sleep : ((NP ( S) ( S) ( S

Table 13: GTAG extension—control verbs

Let C30 of Λ(ΣTAG) in 31 represent the derivation tree of Fig. 30, and let c30 be its interpretation
in Λ(Σderivations). We can further interpret c30 in Λ(Σtrees) (resp. in Λ(Σlogic)) in order to have a
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cwants Bderived trees λ
oadv S adv VP subj pred .

adv S (S2 subj (adv VP (VP2 (V1 wants) (pred (PRO1 ε)))))
cto sleep Bderived trees λ

ocont .cont(λosubj .S2 (NP1 subj ) (VP2 (V1 to) (VP1 sleep)))

Table 14: Gderived trees extension—control verbs

want : e( t( t
cwants Bsem. λ

oadv S adv VP subj pred .adv S (subj (adv VP (λx.want x (pred (λoP.P x)))))
cto sleep Bsem. λ

ocont .cont(λosubj .subj (λx.sleep x))

Table 15: Σlogic and Gsem. extension—control verbs

term representing the associated derived tree (resp. semantics).

C30 = Cto sleep (Cwants IS IVP CJohn)

Bderivations c30

c30 = cto sleep (cwants IS IVP cJohn)

Bderived trees S2 (NP1 John) (VP2 (V1 wants) (S2 (NP1 (PRO1 ε)) (VP2 (V1 to) (VP1 sleep))))

Bsem. want john (sleep john)

(31)

7.3 Feature Sharing and Semantic Computation

As the previous section shows, features in TAG are taken into account in the ACG encoding using
the typing discipline on the one hand, and using the (semantic) interpretation on the other hand,
in particular when some value has to be shared in order to express the modifications performed by
adjunction operations.

Unification based approaches to semantic construction in TAG typically rely on feature shar-
ing (Gardent and Kallmeyer 2003; Gardent and Parmentier 2005; Kallmeyer and Romero 2008)
in order to compositionally build the semantic representation of a sentence. In our approach, the
semantic representation results from the interpretation of the derivation tree.

However, (Vijay-Shanker and Joshi 1988, p. 718) already noticed that “ . . . if we think of the
auxiliary tree as corresponding to functions over feature structures (by λ-abstracting the variable
corresponding to the feature structure for the tree that will appear below the foot node). Adjunc-
tion corresponds to applying this function to the feature structure corresponding to the subtree
below the node where [it] takes place.” This functional view on auxiliary trees is indeed at stake
in our approach. While the typing exerts control over the admissible derivation structures, the
associated computations are managed using interpretations, to compute the derived trees as well
as the logical formulas.

8 Derivation Trees and Semantic Interpretations

Looking at Fig. 18 (p. 24), we can consider each of the sets of λ-terms as independent combinatorial
systems of the grammar architecture that (Jackendoff 2002) describes: “Language comprises a
number of independent combinatorial systems which are aligned with each other by means of a
collection of interface systems. Syntax is among the combinatorial systems, but far from the only
one.”
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Among those systems, Λ(Σderivations) and Λ(ΣTAG) play a central role as their structures are
the one that are interpreted as derived trees (and as strings, by functional composition) and as
logical formulas. This is not the role of the syntactic trees of Λ(Σtrees).

In particular, the composition of the inverse of a function and a function defines the relation (the
“interface”) between Λ(Σtrees) and Λ(Σlogic) as Gsem.◦G−1

derived trees. In general, such a composition
is not a function, allowing for relating a derived tree (even more a string) with several logical
formulas, and vice versa. This follows the observation of (Culicover and Jackendoff 2005) that
“The combinatorial principles of syntax and semantics are independent; there is no ’rue-to-rule’
homomorphism. (. . . ) [T]he mapping between syntactic and semantic combinatoriality is many-
to-many.”, although we implement the many-to-many relation with homomorphisms and inverses
of homomorphisms.

In this section, we illustrate the power of this architecture that makes derivation structures
a full grammatical object with three phenomena: idioms, subordinate conjunctions with reduced
clauses, and scope ambiguity.

8.1 Idioms

Because TAGs provide whole fragments of phrase structures, they can encode the rigid parts of
idioms as well as the ones that are subject to possible modifications. Moreover, the role of the
derivation structure as a bridge to semantic interpretation nicely captures the relation between a
composed syntax and an atomic meaning. This approach, already described in TAG or Synchronous
TAG (Abeillé and Schabes 1989; Shieber and Schabes 1990; Abeillé 1995), also works with the
ACG encoding of TAG (Kobele 2012).

We illustrate this with (32). Figure 31 presents the initial trees that allow us to analyze (32)
either as an idiomatic expression, meaning “to die”, with the initial tree αkicked the bucket, or as the
literal expression, with a compositional meaning built out of the composition of the initial trees
αJohn, αkicked, αthe, and αbucket. In both cases, the derived tree is the same (Fig. 32(a)). However,
the derivation trees differ, as Fig. 32(b) and Fig. 32(c) show.

(32) John kicked the bucket

According to the lexicons of Tables 16 and 17, (33), (34), (35), and (36) hold. They show
that the two terms C32(b) and C32(c) have the same interpretations as derived tree by Gderived trees.
ACG example 8 also shows that parsing (32) yields two terms in Λ(ΣTAG). But they have two
different interpretations as logical formulas by the ACG Gsem..

C32(b) = Ckicked IS IVP CJohn (Cbucket Cthe)

C32(c) = Ckicked the bucket IS IVP CJohn
(33)

GTAG(C32(b)) = γkicked IS IVP γJohn (γbucket γthe)

GTAG(C32(c)) = γkicked the bucket IS IVP γJohn
(34)

Gderived trees ◦ GTAG(C32(b)) = S2 (NP1 John) (VP2 (V1 kicked) (NP2 (Det1 the) (N1 bucket)))

= Gderived trees ◦ GTAG(C32(c))
(35)

Gsem.(C32(b)) = ∃!x.(bucket x) ∧ (kick john x)

Gsem.(C32(c)) = die john
(36)
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αkicked = S

NP VP

V

kicked

NP

αbucket = N

bucket

βthe = NP

Det

the

N∗

αkicked the bucket = S

NP VP

V

kicked

NP

Det

the

N

bucket

Figure 31: Elementary trees to analyze ”kick the bucket”

S

NP

John

VP

V

kicked

NP

Det

the

N

bucket

(a) Derived tree

αkicked

αJohn αbucket

βthe

1 22

ε

(b) Literal derivation

αkicked the bucket

αJohn

1

(c) Idiomatic derivation

Figure 32: Derived tree and derivation trees for John kicked the bucket

Terms of Λ(Σtrees) Corresponding
TAG

elementary tree
γkicked = λoS a s o.S (S2 s (a (VP2 (V1 kicked) o))) αkicked

: (τ ( τ) ( (τ ( τ) ( τ ( τ ( τ
γbucket = λod.d (N1 bucket) αbucket

: (τ ( τ) ( τ
γthe = λon.NP2 (Det1 the) n βthe

: τ ( τ
γkicked the bucket = λoS a s.S (S2 s (a (VP2 (V1 kicked) αkicked the bucket

(NP2 (Det1 the)(N1 bucket)))))
: (τ ( τ) ( (τ ( τ) ( τ ( τ

Table 16: TAG elementary tree encoding as Λ(Σtrees) terms
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ckicked : (S ( S) ( (VP ( VP) ( NP ( NP ( S

Bderived trees γkicked
Blogic λ

os a subj obj .s (subj (a (λx.obj (λy.kick x y))))
cthe : N ( NP

Bderived trees γthe
Blogic λ

oP Q.∃!x.(P x) ∧ (Q x)
cbucket : (N ( NP) ( NP

Bderived trees γbucket
Blogic λ

oQ.Q bucket

ckicked the bucket : (S ( S) ( (VP ( VP) ( NP ( S

Bderived trees λ
os a subj .ckicked s a subj (γbucket γthe)

Blogic λ
os a subj .s (subj (a (λx.die x)))

Ckicked : SA ( VPA ( NP ( NP ( S

BTAG ckicked
Cthe : NA

BTAG cthe
Cbucket NA ( NP

BTAG cbucket
Ckicked the bucket SA ( VPA ( NP ( S

BTAG ckicked the bucket

Table 17: Constants of Σderivations (resp. ΣTAG) and their interpretation by Gderived trees and
Gsem. (resp. GTAG)

# yield TAG parse John + kicked + the + bucket : S;
yield TAG parse John + kicked + the + bucket : S;
An antecedent by yield TAG in TAG is:
C kicked the bucket I s I vp C John : S
Do you want to look for another solution?

y/yes
n/no
a/all

(Default: yes ):

An antecedent by yield TAG in TAG is:
C kicked I s I vp C John (C bucket C the) : S
Do you want to look for another solution?

y/yes
n/no
a/all

(Default: yes ):

No other possible value
#

ACG example 8: Parsing idiomatic expressions
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8.2 Subordinate Conjunctions

We saw in Section 7.2 that infinitive clauses behave like clauses missing a subject. In this case,
the matrix clause (control verbs) adjoins on the infinitive clause. As the latter is argument of the
modifier, we could use an extra S′A type that was interpreted as (NP ( S) ( S and make the
modifier fill the semantic subject by its own subject.

In the case of subordinate conjunctions as in (37), it is the subordinate clause that adjoins on
the matrix clause and uses it as argument, as Fig. 33 shows: the substitution node S is meant for
the reduced infinitive clause, and the foot node for adjoining into the matrix clause. But if the
latter is interpreted as a full proposition, there is no way to decompose it so that its subject also
fills the semantic subject position of the subordinate clause.

(37) In order to arrive on time, John left early

αto arrive = S

NP VP

V

to

VP

arrive

βin order = S

S

Conj

in order

S

S∗

αleft = S

NP VP

V

left

βon time = VP

VP∗ Adv

on time

βearly = VP

VP∗ Adv

early

Figure 33: Auxiliary trees for subordinate conjuncts

The solution we propose uses the flexible link between the derivation and the derivation trees.
The constraints ACGs set on this link has to do with the type, not with the term (provided the
typing is preserved). In particular:

• there is no need for an adjunction on a Sn node of a term in Λ(Σtrees) to be the image of a
term (in Λ(Σderivations)) of type S. We already used this feature;

• there is no need for an actual node in the derived tree to allow for an adjunction.

In order to implement the solution, terms for verbs such as cleft in Table 18 have an additional
parameter of type ((NP ( S) ( (NP ( S)) corresponding to the type of the auxiliary trees of
subordinate clauses. The latter results for instance from the substitution of an infinitive clause
of type (NP ( S) into the term standing for the initial tree of a subordinate conjunction such as
cin order. We can consider this additional parameter as an additional possibility to get an adjunction
on the S root node (the same node where a S ( S adjunction is possible). As usual, in case no
actual adjunction of a subordinate clause occur, we use the INP(S constant which is interpreted
(syntactically and semantically) as the identity.

We can observe in Gderived trees(cleft) = γleft how the subordinate clause is inserted. The latter
correspond to the sub parameter in γleft in Table 19. It takes as argument the whole S rooted
subtree over which the NP subject is abstracted (with λos′) and the actual subject subj of the
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cleft : (S ( S) ( ((NP ( S) ( (NP ( S)) ( (VP ( VP) ( NP ( S

Bderived trees γleft
Blogic λ

os sub a subj obj .(sub (λosubj ′.s (subj ′ (a (λx.leave x))))) subj
cto arrive : (VP ( VP) ( NP ( S

Bderived trees γto arrive
Blogic λ

oadv VP subj .subj (adv VP (λx.arrive x))
cin order : (NP ( S) ( ((NP ( S) ( (NP ( S))

Bderived trees γin order
Blogic λ

oP Q subj .subj (λx.goal (P (λop.p x)) (Q (λop.p x)))
INP(S : (NP ( S) ( (NP ( S)

Bderived trees λ
ox.x

Blogic λ
ox.x

cearly : VP ( VP

Bderived trees λ
ox.VP2 x (Adv1 early)

Blogic λ
op.λx.early(p x)

con time : VP ( VP

Bderived trees λ
ox.VP2 x (Adv1 on time)

Blogic λ
op.λx.on time(p x)

S′′A BTAG (NP ( S) ( (NP ( S)
Sws BTAG NP ( S

Cleft : SA ( S′′A ( VPA ( NP ( S

BTAG cleft
Cto arrive : VPA ( Sws

BTAG cto arrive
Cin order : Sws ( S′′A

BTAG cin order
IS′′ : S′′A

BTAG INP(S
Cearly : VPA

BTAG cearly
Con time : VPA

BTAG con time

Table 18: Constants of Σderivations (resp. ΣTAG) and their interpretation by Gderived trees and
Gsem. (resp. GTAG)
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S

S

Conj

in order
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ε
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VP
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(a) Derived tree

αleft

αJohn βin order

αto arrive

βon time

βearly

1
ε

12

2

2

(b) Derivation tree

Figure 34: Derived tree and derivation trees for John kicked the bucket

matrix clause. So it is the subordinate clause that is responsible for first applying the matrix
clause to its subject before plugging in the resulting tree at the foot node. We can observe this
behavior in γin order: the sub argument corresponds to the infinitive subordinate clause to be
substituted in βin order, while the matrix argument corresponds to the matrix clause into which it
adjoins and to which the subj argument is given as the subterm (matrix subj ) shows.

As before, the higher-order types at the level of Σderivations are interpretations of atomic types
of ΣTAG. In particular, we introduce the atomic type S′′A BTAG (NP ( S) ( (NP ( S) (resp.
Sws BTAG NP ( S) for the reduced subordinate clauses (resp. for the infinitive clause that takes
place in subordinate clauses).

Terms of Λ(Σtrees) Corresponding TAG
elementary tree

γleft = λoS sub a subj obj . αleft
S ((sub (λos′.S2 s

′ (a (VP2 (V1 kicked) obj )))) subj )
: (τ ( τ) ( ((τ ( τ) ( (τ ( τ)) ( (τ ( τ) ( τ ( τ ( τ

γto arrive = λoa s.S2 (NP1 s) (a (VP2 (V1 to) (VP1 arrive))) αto arrive
: (τ ( τ) ( τ ( τ

γin order = λosub matrix subj . βin order
S2 (S2 (Conj1 in order) (sub (PRO1 ε))) (matrix subj )

: (τ ( τ) ( (τ ( τ) ( τ ( τ

Table 19: TAG elementary tree encoding as Λ(Σtrees) terms

With the lexicon of Tables 18 and 19, we can build terms that correspond to the derivation
and derived trees of Fig. 34 as (38), (39), (40) show.20 We compute the semantic interpretation as

20Note that all terms corresponding to initial trees where the adjunction of a subordinate clause can occur should
have the extra parameter added. For sake of simplicity, only Cleft and cleft are modified here.
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in (41).

C34(b) = Cleft IS (Cin order (Cto arrive Con time)) Cearly CJohn (38)

GTAG(C34(b)) = cleft IS (cin order (cto arrive con time)) cearly cJohn (39)

Gderived trees ◦ GTAG(C34(b)) = S2 (S2 (Conj1 in order) (S2 (NP1 (PRO1 ε))

(VP2 (VP2 (V1to) (VP1 arrive))(Adv1 on time))))

(S2 (NP1 John) (VP2 (VP1 (V1 left)) (Adv1 early)))

(40)

Gsem. ◦ GTAG(C34(b)) = goal (on time (arrive john)) (early (leave john)) (41)

Because GTAG still is second-order, parsing is available as ACG example 9 shows. The first
command parses the logical term tlog

9 (see (42)) to get the term t9 : S of A(Gsem. ◦ GTAG).21 The
second command yields the same term as term of A(Gyield ◦Gderived trees ◦GTAG) while parsing the

string tstring
9 .

tlog
9 = ∃x.(man x) ∧ (goal(on time(arrive x))(early(leave x))) (42)

tstring
9 = in + order + to + arrive + on + time + a + man + left + early (43)

t9 = Cleft IS(Cin order (Cto arrive Con time)) Cearly (Cman Ca) (44)

8.3 Scope Ambiguity and Non-Functional Form-Meaning Relation

The phenomena we have modeled so far make use of derivation structures (either in Λ(Σderivations)
or in Λ(ΣTAG)) that are very close (homomorphic) to TAG derivation trees. As we can see on
Fig. 18 (p. 24), the relation between TAG derivations as terms of Λ(ΣTAG) and terms of Λ(Σlogic)
was functional (encoded by the function Gsem. ◦ GTAG). The non-functional relation was between
terms of Λ(Σtrees) and terms of Λ(Σlogic) (encoded by the function Gsem. ◦ G−1

derived trees). So
because there is two derivation trees for John kicked the bucket, there was two possible semantic
interpretations. But with only one derivation tree for every man loves some woman, there was only
one possible semantic interpretation. A possible solution to this problem is to use an underspecified
representation formalism instead of higher-order logic to represent the semantics, as in (Pogodalla
2004a)

We present here another solution. It uses the power of higher-order typing of the abstract terms
in order to provide TAGs with a relation between TAG derivation trees and meaning that is not
functional. We do so still using homomorphisms. We introduce an abstract vocabulary ΣCoTAG
and two ACGs. The first one, GCoTAG, maps terms of Λ(ΣCoTAG) to terms of Λ(ΣTAG), i.e., TAG
derivation trees. The second one, Gco-sem., maps terms of Λ(ΣCoTAG) to terms of Λ(Σlogic). It

then provides a relation between Λ(ΣTAG) and Λ(Σlogic) as Gco-sem. ◦ G−1
CoTAG as Fig. 35 shows.

The derivation tree (in Λ(ΣTAG)) of every man loves some woman, for instance, will have two
antecedents in Λ(ΣCoTAG), hence two semantic interpretations.

The idea is to use the type-raising methods of categorial and type-logical grammars. So cor-
responding to a term Ceveryone : NP in ΣTAG, we have a term Leveryone : (NP ( S) ( S in
ΣCoTAG such that GCoTAG(Leveryone) = λoP.P Ceveryone. More generally, whenever a term of
type A occurring within a constituent of type B can take scope over this term, we associate to
Cscoping : A1 ( . . . ( An ( A in ΣTAG a term Lscoping : A1 ( . . . ( An ( (A ( B) ( B
in ΣCoTAG such that GCoTAG(Lscoping) = λox1 . . . xn.λ

oP.P (Cscoping x1 · · ·xn). For other lexical

21A second solution is available using the constant Csome instead of Ca as these two terms have the same semantic
representation. This second solution will of course not be available when parsing from the string as their surface
form differ.
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# sem TAG parse Ex x. (man x) & (goal (on time (arrive x)) ( early ( leave x))) : S;
sem TAG parse Ex x. (man x) & (goal (on time (arrive x)) (early (leave x))) : S;
An antecedent by sem TAG in TAG is:
C left I s (C in order (C to arrive C on time)) C early (C man C a) : S
Do you want to look for another solution?

y/yes
n/no
a/all

(Default: yes ):

An antecedent by sem TAG in TAG is:
C left I s (C in order (C to arrive C on time)) C early (C man C some) : S
Do you want to look for another solution?

y/yes
n/no
a/all

(Default: yes ):

No other possible value
# yield TAG parse in + order + to + arrive + on + time + a +man + left + early :S;
yield TAG parse in + order + to + arrive + on + time + a +man + left + early :S;
An antecedent by yield TAG in TAG is:
C left I s (C in order (C to arrive C on time)) C early (C man C a) : S
Do you want to look for another solution?

y/yes
n/no
a/all

(Default: yes ):

No other possible value
#

ACG example 9: Parsing and generation with subordinate clauses
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Λ(Σderivations)

Λ(ΣTAG)

GTAG

Λ(ΣCoTAG)
GCoTAG

Λ(Σtrees)

Gderived trees

Λ(Σstrings)

Gyield

Λ(Σlogic)

Gsem.

Gco-sem.

Figure 35: ACG composition for TAG and CoTAG

items Clex. item : α, we have Llex.item : α such that GCoTAG(Llex.item) = Clex. item. And for any
atomic type A, GCoTAG(A) = A.

Table 20 exemplifies the approach for quantified noun phrases (note that proper nouns, for
instance, are not type-raised). Atomic types in ΣCoTAG are the same as in ΣTAG. With Lsws

22 and
Lows

22 as defined in (45) and (46) respectively, we indeed have GCoTAG(Lsws
22 ) = GCoTAG(Lows

22 ),
i.e., two different abstract terms of Λ(ΣCoTAG) that are mapped to the same term of Λ(ΣTAG)
(TAG derivation tree).

Lsws
22 = (Lman Levery) (λox.(Lwoman Lsome) (λoy.Lloves IS IVP x y))

GCoTAG(Lsws
22 ) = (λoP.P (Cman Cevery)) (λox.(λoP.P (Cwoman Csome))

(λoy.Cloves IS IVP x y))

= Cloves IS IVP (Cman Cevery) (Cwoman Csome)

(45)

Lows
22 = (Lwoman Lsome) (λoy.(Lman Levery) (λox.Lloves IS IVP x y))

GCoTAG(Lows
22 ) = (λoP.P (Cwoman Csome)) (λoy.(λoP.P (Cman Cevery))

(λox.Cloves IS IVP x y))

= Cloves IS IVP (Cman Cevery) (Cwoman Csome)

(46)

In order to get two semantic interpretations from the two abstract terms of Λ(ΣCoTAG), we
need to directly provide them with a semantic lexicon. For if we keep on interpreting them through
ΣTAG and Σderivations, because the two terms Lsws

22 and Lows
22 are interpreted as a single term in

Λ(ΣTAG), we still would get a single interpretation. In other words, we do not want the diagram
of Fig. 35 to commute.

Table 21 defines the Gco-sem. interpretation into terms of Λ(Σlogic). Contrary to Gsem. where
NP’s are interpreted with the higher-order type (e→ t) ( t, because quantified noun phrases are
given the type (NP ( S) ( S in ΣCoTAG, we now interpret NP as e. All the other interpretations,
in particular for verbs, are defined accordingly.

We can now compute the semantic interpretation of Lsws
22 and Lows

22 by Gco-sem.. (47) shows
these two terms are mapped to two logical formulas corresponding to the subject wide scope reading
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9 Conclusion

LJohn : NP BCoTAG CJohn
Lloves : SA ( VPA ( NP ( NPS BCoTAG Cloves
Leveryone : (NP ( S) ( S BCoTAG λoP.P Ceveryone

Lsomeone : (NP ( S) ( S BCoTAG λoP.P Csomeone

Levery : NA BCoTAG Cevery

Lsome : NA BCoTAG Csome

Lman : NA ( (NP ( S) ( S BCoTAG λodet P.P (Cman det)
Lwoman : NA ( (NP ( S) ( S BCoTAG λodet P.P (Cwoman det)

Table 20: Constants of ΣCoTAG and their interpretation by GCoTAG

NP Bco-sem.e
LJohn Bco-sem.john

Lloves Bco-sem.λadv Sadv VPsubj obj .adv S (adv VP (λx.love x obj ) subj )
LeveryoneBco-sem.λQ.∀x.(human x)⇒ (Q x)
LsomeoneBco-sem.λQ.∃x.(human x) ∧ (Q x)
Levery Bco-sem.λP Q.∀x.(P x)⇒ (Q x)
Lsome Bco-sem.λP Q.∃x.(P x) ∧ (Q x)
Lman Bco-sem.λdet .det man

Lwoman Bco-sem.λdet .det woman

Table 21: Constants of ΣCoTAG and their interpretation by Gco-sem.

on the one hand, and to the object wide scope reading on the other hand.

Gco-sem.(L
sws
22 ) = ∀x.(man x)⇒ (∃x′.(woman x′) ∧ (love x x′)) (47)

Gco-sem.(L
ows
22 ) = ∃x.(woman x) ∧ (∀x′.(man x′)⇒ (love x′ x)) (48)

This approach to scope ambiguity, first proposed in (Pogodalla 2007b; Pogodalla 2007a) is used
in (Kobele and Michaelis 2012) to provide an ACG formalization of the cosubstitution operation for
TAG (Barker 2010). This also makes explicit Barker’s (2010) claim that “cosubstitution is a version
of the continuation-based approaches to scope-taking (. . . )” And indeed, the type (NP ( S) ( S

corresponds to making the continuation of a noun phrase (i.e., its scope) part of its interpretation.

The GCoTAG is not a second-order ACG. In this very case, because of lexicalization, we know
that parsing is decidable, but it can be complex. (Salvati 2007) presents a lexicalized third-order
ACG whose membership problems reduces to an NP-complete problem. There is currently no
implementation of parsing for such grammars in the ACG toolkit. The identification of fragments
that are both linguistically relevant and computationally tractable is ongoing work.

This extension with more abstract levels can also be used to model (non-local) MCTAG.
And one level more can set control on MCTAG (similar to the control that GTAG adds on
A(Gderived trees)) to stay within the polynomial parsable languages of set-local MCTAG (Pogo-
dalla 2009).

9 Conclusion

We showed that the TAG operations of substitution and adjunction can be represented as function
application. This underlies the ACG encoding of TAG. The ACG framework comes with a mod-
ularity property that results from the two notions of composition between grammars it provides.
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We then used the TAG into ACG encoding and the grammar composition to give a semantic con-
struction process for TAG that relies on the derivations. We also used the grammar composition
to restrict the derivations to actual TAG derivations, using a second-order ACG. This allows us
to apply the ACG parsing results and make the grammar reversible so that both parsing and
syntactic realization are available. Finally, we showed how the representation of derivations as
terms of an ACG can be used to syntactically and semantically model phenomena such as idioms
or subordinate conjunctions. We also showed that together with ACG composition, we can bring
account from type-logical frameworks into TAG, such as the modeling of scope ambiguities.
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